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Graduate studies at SCSU have h elped Jack Horton enhance his career as an elem entary school principal, a role t h at keeps h im in daily contact with children. Cu rrently p rin cipal of Madison Elemen tary School, H orton has served 21 years in the St. Cloud public schools, 1 7 years as an elementary
principal. After completing a B.S. degree at SCSU in 1965, Horton returned for a master's degree
and a sixth-year certificate, all in the College of Education. (See story on graduate programs inside.)
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SCSU adds more graduate
programs to meet needs

Critical thinking. The theory and practice of
teaching critical thinking will be the focus of a
workshop Thursday and Friday, June 26-27,
sponsored by SCSU's Teacher Development
Department. "A Teacher's Workshop for Critical
Thinking," offered for one graduate credit, will
provide a foundation and some practical
approaches for the teaching of critical thinking,
according to Dr. Bruce Romanish, associate professor of teacher development. Main speaker will
be Dr. Tom Estes of the McGuffey Reading Center at the University of Virginia. Registration
information is available from the SCSU School of
Graduate and Continuing Studies, Whitney
House (612) 255-3081.

New penpectives. More than 250 educators are
expected to attend a Spring Leadership Conference at SCSU Tuesday, May 6, sponsored by the
Center for Educational Administration and Leadership. With a theme of "How We Learn, How
We Teach, How We Lead," the conference is
aimed at providing educational leaderssuperintendents, principals, deans, presidents and
others-with new perspectives on the profession,
according to Dr. William Stimeling, director of
the center. This year's program includes presentations by Judith Arin-Krupp, a Connecticut psychologist who will speak on the dilemmas and
opportunities of growth, and Julia Thomason, a
North Carolina middle school principal, who will
discuss the increasing popularity of middle
schools. Registration deadline is April 23. TI,e
$40 fee includes breakfast and lunch.

Education. Just when you think
you've had enough, you realize you
need more.
Increasingly, college graduates
are discovering that a bachelor's
degree is not the end of their education. Graduate studies dangle in front
of them, offering brighter career
prospects and more personal growth.
Master's degrees. Specialist degrees.
Fifth- and sixth-year programs. The
opportunities are numerous.
And many people are taking
advantage of those opportunities. The
demand for graduate programs is
growing, at SCSU and elsewhere. In
response, SCSU is putting more
emphasis on graduate education,
according to Dr. Wayne Gildseth,
dean of the School of Graduate and
Continuing Studies.
In recent years, SCSU has
initiated graduate programs in three
disciplines: criminal justice studies,
accounting, and a behavioral analysis
track in psychology. Gildseth also
notes that a proposal for a specialist
degree in school psychology is under
consideration. And proposals are
being prepared for graduate programs
in gerontology, media management
and computer science.

Other possibilities
SCSU is considering the idea of a
joint doctoral program in education
with Mankato State University, Gildseth says. Other graduate programs
are in what he calls "the thinking
stages" in interdisciplinary communications, exercise physiology, athletic
administration, public history and
applied economics.
Look anywhere on the SCSU
campus, in any of the five colleges,
and the emphasis on graduate education is evident.
"SCSU has turned the comer
with graduate education," Gildseth
says. "The number of graduate students is up, the number of graduate
assistantships in all areas has
increased, and many departments are
looking toward new graduate
offerings."
When the 1985-86 academic
year started last September, SCSU
counted 1,534 students engaged in
graduate work either on or off campus. That was an increase of 48 percent over the 1,039 students doing
graduate work during the fall of 1983
and a 10 percent jump beyond the
1,392 doing graduate work at the
start of the 1984-85 academic year,
according to Tom Stein, coordinator
of institutional studies.
Of those 1,392, 160 received
degrees and certificates during 198485. Four fifth-year certificates were
awarded along with 138 master's
degrees, six sixth-year certificates and
12 specialist degrees.

Reuons for growth
So, more students are choosing to do
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graduate work at SCSU. What
attracts them?
Generally, SCSU provides professional and applied graduate programs rather than programs oriented
to research, Gildseth says. That
approach is consistent with the university's mission, he emphasizes,

because SCSU 1s first graduate programs were designed as additional
education for teachers, and most of
the graduate programs have their
roots in teacher education.
One result of the emphasis on
professional and applied programs,
Gildseth observes, is that "we offer
very few of the pre-Ph.D. programs,
except maybe in English and biology." Another feature is that nearly
all of.SCSU's graduate programs
parallel programs offered on the
undergraduate level. The master's
program in educational administration is the only graduate program that
does not have an undergraduate equivalent, he points out.
One of the benefits of graduate
school can be the additional experience gained working as a graduate
assistant. The 110 assistants on the
campus when winter quarter began
last December were employed to help
with teaching, programming and
administration, and supervising student teachers. Graduate assistants
generally work 20 hours a week and
carry at least nine graduate credits,
which is considered enough for fulltime status.
What a graduate student gains
from a program depends on how the
program is structured.

Criminal Justice Studies
"Our master of arts program is highly
academic," says Dr. Robert Prout,
chairperson of Criminal Justice Studies, where the graduate program is in
its first full academic year of operation. "Unlike some other graduate
programs across the campus, students
here have no option to do anything
but a thesis-new research in the
field-to complete our program."
Additionally, Prout notes, the
new graduate program is not necessar-

ily professionally-based in its coursework. ''We lean toward studying the
issues in an academic fashion. The
program is not desi~ed specifically
to prepare people for a job change or
a new career."
If such advancement or career
change happens after a student completes the criminal justice studies
master's degree, "that's fine," says
Prout, "but that's a bonus, not an
objective."
About 15 students are in the
program, which Prout considers "not
bad," but he is looking for more
numbers when the program begins
offering classes in the Twin Cities
area. "There are a lot of people down
there who can use the program," he
says. "We are planning to teach at
least one course in that area next
fall."
The program took about four
years of planning, although it was
under consideration long before that,
Prout recalls. During the program's
first year, no real problems have surfaced, he says. "l think that's directly
tied to the length of time and depth
of study that went into the program
before it was approved by the State
University Board," he maintains.

College of Education
The graduate program Prout oversees
from Lawrence Hall is one of the
newest; some of the programs monitored by Dr. Eric Rudrud from his
office in the Education Building are
the oldest. Preparing teachers was the
first task of St. Cloud Normal School
in 1869, and remains one of the
major tasks of St. Cloud State University in 1986.
"There's no way to categorize
reasons people want to get a master's
degree in education," say Rudrud,
assistant dean of the College of Edu-

the complex problems in the case.
When the 64 students currently
seeking MBAs receive their degrees,
what awaits them? u1 think the degree
will open doors for them," says Lit,
de. uThose who have been in busi,
ness and go back will find that they
can more easily advance to middle,
and upper,level management. And for
those who are just starting out or
coming in from some other field, I
think the graduate degree means at
least $2,000 to $3,000 more in an
entry,level position."

Special studies option
Graduate study can bring students
broadened skills, additional expertise,
increased earning power, and-not
the least in importance-personal
satisfaction. Colleen Thompson of
Willmar, who plans to complete her
master's degree in special studies this
spring, finds it hard to decide which
is most important to her. ulf I had to
choose-and I don't really want toI'd say the personal fulfillment,"
responds the 1960 graduate of the
College of St. Catherine, St. Paul. u1
always wanted to go back to school,
but for a long time the circumstances
weren't there."
Thompson's program in special
studies-allowing the combination of
courses from two or more depart,
ments for what she calls an uinterdis,
ciplinary master's" -concentrates on
course offerings in the English and
Speech Communication departments.
She plans to use what she has learned
in the program as a full,time teacher
in both disciplines at Willmar Com,
munity College next fall.

Colleen Thompeon

cation. uAs the oldest academic unit
on the campus, the College of Educa,
tion probably has the most complex
graduate programs offered to
students."
One reason why graduate pro,
grams in education are different is
that many of them are in response to
guidelines and requirements deve,
loped by oversight agencies like the
Minnesota Board of Teaching. ttif you
want to be a principal in Minnesota,"
Rudrud points out, uyou have to
meet certain requirements, and the
advanced degree in educational
administration is one of those
requirements."
All of the graduate programs in
the College of Education require
some kind of culminating research
project, whether thesis, starred paper
or field research, Rudrud says. Many
of them require candidates to pass
comprehensive exams. All programs
in the College of Education connected
with teacher licensing are accredited
by the National Council on Accredi,
tation of T cacher Education and
approved by the Minnesota Board of
Teaching.
Most of the 449 graduate stu,
dents in the College of Education are
there either to gain endorsements in a
field already entered or to meet
requirements for advancement in that
field, Rudrud says. uBut in the Psy,
chology Department, there are some
graduate students who come back
simply to increase their skill level,
because some of them are in a field
where there are no criteria to meet for
certification. It's purely professional
growth-no advancement involved."

College of Business
Across the campus, professional
growth and advancement in the world
of business coincide, or at least Dr.

Wayne Little, acting dean of the Col,
lege of Business, hopes they do, as he
administers SCSU's master of busi,
ness administration program.
Purpose of the program is to
develop managerial, decision,making
and administrative skills to be used in
business. tThe program is broad,
based," Little says. ult is not a spe,
cialist degree in any one of the five
departments in the College of Busi,
ness." A candidate for the MBA
degree must take a wide range of
courses in the college, including the
areas of accounting, marketing,
finance, management, and quantita,
tive methods and information
systems.
The MBA program, which is
accredited by the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business,
comes in two phases, Little notes.
uPhase One, designed for students
without an undergraduate degree in
business, is more or less our under,
graduate business program in an
accelerated state. If somebody comes
here for the MBA with a background
in, say, social science, that student
will probably need to take most of
the courses offered in Phase One
before heading into Phase Two." Stu,
dents coming into the program with
an undergraduate degree in business
or business experience would be
required to take fewer of the courses
offered in Phase One.
The second phase, Little says, is
the meat of the MBA program, and is
far less flexible than Phase One. Of
the 48 credits required for the MBA
in Phase Two, 36 are mandated. Can,
didates are not required to complete a
thesis; instead, a comprehensive exam
is required, in which a candidate is
handed a lengthy administrative case
study and is given four to five hours
to prepare a response that might solve
I

Biology research
Another graduate student, Jim
Sporleder of St. Cloud, is not sure
what he'll do with his master's degree
in biology, which he hopes to com,
plete this spring. He moved into a
graduate program just a few weeks
after he received his SCSU bachelor's
degree in 1984. What attracted him
was a research project on a huge de,
posit of bison bones found in a Sher,
burne County peat bog.
u1 entered grad school to stay
with the project," Sporleder says. ult
was interesting, and it was important
to me to continue my research." Now
that the end of his master's program
is in sight, he's wondering what to do
with the degree.
ul'm certified to teach biology in
secondary school and I may do that,"
he says. uSome faculty members in
the department have suggested that I
go for a Ph.D., and that's also a
possibility."
In any case, he's pleased he
extended his stay at SCSU. u1 found
in my graduate work a sense of free,
dom I didn't have as an undergradu,
ate," he says. uAs a grad student you
design a project, get it done and
report on it. Graduate work went well
above and beyond the subject matter
of the project, too. The maturity and
drive you need for graduate work
goes beyond anything you need as an
undergraduate."
Whatever benefits students gain
from graduate study, others gain as
well. uHaving graduate students on
the campus is good for the univer,
sity," says Dean Gildseth, of the
School of Graduate and Continuing
Studies. uThey add to classes, they
add to departments and they add to
each school." And those are good
reasons why SCSU will continue to
add to its graduate programs.

Leadenhip recognition. Several SCSU faculty
members have been recognized recently for lead,
ership in their career fields. Dr. Dena Shenk,
director of the gerontology program, is complet,
ing a one-year term as president of the Associa,
tion for Anthropology and Gerontology. Dr.
Homer Williamson, coordinator of the public
administration program, is completing a two-year
term as president of the Minnesota Political
Science Association. Dr. Richard Dillman, associate professor of English, has been named editor
of the Minnesota English Journal, a nationally,
distributed publication. Dr. Ray Rowland, director of information services, received a distin,
guished service award from the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education, District
5. He has been chairperson of the six-state district. Dr. Robert Wick, professor emeritus, was
named outstanding individual in the field of
speech communication for 1985 by the Speech
Association of Minnesota. He was on the speech
communication faculty from 1948 to 1978 and
served as SCSU president from 1965 to 1971.

Caring for creatures. A three-0ay symposium at
SCSU in April will deal with the rehabilitation of
injured, ill and orphaned wildlife. The Minnesota
Wildlife Rehabilitation Symposium is scheduled
Friday, April 4 through Sunday, April 6, in
Atwood Center. The program is designed for the
experienced rehabilitator or wildlife specialist.
Registration fee is $45. Registration deadline is
March 2 7. For information, call the School of
Graduate and Continuing Studies, (612)
255-3081.
Young lcientiata. Students from 25 school dis,
tricts in Central Minnesota will present exhibits
and research papers Saturday, March 22, during ·
an annual Regional Science Fair on the ~rst floor
of Brown Hall at SCSU. Entries will be judged
from 9 a.m. to noon and awards will be presented
from 1 to 3:30 p .m., according to Dr. Leonard
Soroka, professor of earth sciences, who says he
expects between 1SO and 200 students to partici,
pate. About 15 entrants will be selected to com,
pete in a State Science Fair April 20-22 in St.
Paul. Two students will be selected to travel to
Fort Worth, Texas, for an International Science
and Engineering Fair May 11-17.
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·scsu to host·summer
Lindbergh Symposium

Seeing science. Guided tours of SCSU's Biological Sciences Department are available from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday when classes
are in session. Tours include the lobby display
area in the Mathematics-Science Center, the .
Greenhouse and the Brown Hall Natural History
Museum. A snake demonstration is available on
demand. To schedule a tour, call (612) 255-2036.

The Lindbergh Lecture is no more.
Meet the new Lindbergh Symposium.
SCSU's annual summer exploration of the conflict between technology and the environment, an issue to
which Charles A. Lindbergh devoted
much of his life, will be a three-day
academic symposium when it convenes Sunday, June 15.
During the symposium, scientists
and scholars will discuss and share
papers on the topic, "The Effects of
Technology on Third World Coun. tries.,, The longer format will provide
participants greater depth than did
the lectures, according to planning
committee chairperson Dr. Gordon
Schrank, associate professor of biological sciences.
"The previous lectures elicited
some response, but there was no time
to debrief, to discuss the issues at
length,,, Schrank points out. uover
the three days, I anticipate that the
speakers will take time to discuss
things, adding more depth than a single lecture allows.,,
The change from lecture to symposium is not being made because the

seven previous Lindbergh Lectures
were unsuccessful, says Dorothy
S~mpson, vice president for university
relations. Rather, the shift in length is
accompanied by shifts in focus and
funding.
This year's topic has global
implications, in contrast to the mainly
Minnesota-based lecture topics in the
past: Also, for the first time, the
Minneapolis-based Charles A . Lindbergh Fund is underwriting a conference on the technology-environment
conflict. The grant SCSU will .receive
totals $10,580, a figure chosen
because that was the cost of building
"The Spirit of St. Louis,,, Lindbergh's plane for the world's first solo
trans-Atlantic flight in 1927.
Simpson believes the symposium
will help the research-oriented Lindbergh Fund gain a wider audience for
its concerns. One of the participants,
Brian Boom of the New York Botanical Garden, will address the symposium on the economic benefits of preserving portions of the Guyana
Highland in Venezuela. Boom's
research was underwritten by the
Lindbergh Fund.
The keynote address will be delivered by Samuel Caento Padilla, a
Waoroni Indian from Quito, Ecuador. He also will speak at 8 p.m.
Sunday, June 15, in Stewart Hall

Professor receives
Air Force grant for
baeteria research

Dr. Standley Lewis, SCSU professor of biological sciences, examines a collection of marine
fouils donated to the univenity by Nick Simunovick, ript, a retired mine worker from
Calumet. Between 80 to 100 million yean old, the foeails were found on the Mesabi Iron
Range. They will be used for lectures and research. Only about one-fourth of the total
collection is shown here.

Science knows ho~ to treat Legionnaire's disease when it strikes. But
scientists need better methods to
identify the bacteria that cause the
respiratory ailment.
And that's where the research of
Dr. Gordon Schrank comes in.
Schrank, SCSU associate professor of
biological sciences, recently received a
$20,000 grant from the Air Force
Office of Sponsored Research to continue his study of the Legionnaire's
disease bacteria. He has spent the past
two summers working as a faculty
research fellow in the Epidemiology
Division of the School of Aerospace
Medicine at Brooks Air Force Base
near San Antonio, Texas.
During those two summers, he
began the process that he is continuing at SCSU this year: finding ways to
better identify and isolate the 22 or
more species of the Legionella
bacteria.
Schrank notes that infections
caused by the bacteria he is studying
are easily treated today; the difficult
part is identifying.the specific
bacteria.
t'There are ways now to identify
the bacteria,,, Schrank says, ubut they
require examination of DNA and are
very expensive. We want to come up
with a series of tests that the average
lab can run to classify the organism.,,
Once his laboratory space in the
Mathematics and Science Center is
prepared, Schrank's research will
involve growing the various bacteria
in laboratory conditions, which is not

Auditorium on uThe Preservation of
the Waoroni Tribe," a program that
will be free and open to the public.
Another major speaker will be
James A. Lee, chief of the Environment, Science and Technology unit of
The World Bank, at 8 p.m. Monday,
June 16.
The opening speaker will be
former Minnesota Governor Elmer L.
Anderson, president of the Lindbergh
Fund.
Students and professionals will
be invited to participate and present
papers during the symposium. Registration fee will be $30.
The shift to a more scholarly
format from the public affairs
approach of the Lindbergh Lectures
need not limit the audience or the
interest, says Sch.rank. uPadilla's topic
was covered recently on the tNova'
television series," he recalls. uit's a
widespread concern. I think people
interested in different cultures, people
with some understanding of anthropology, will find his presentation
interesting. Also, there's a concern in
the business community about ethical
considerations in the use
technology.,,
The conference may provide few
answers, but that's not the point,
Schrank says. "It's an educational
process we're starting here. We want
to ask the hard questions now, not
after the technology is already in
place and can't be altered.-"
Despite the change in format,
there is continuity between the previt>us Lindbergh Lectures and the new
Lindbergh Symposium, Simpson says.
"Both are certainly in keeping with
Charles Lindbergh's philosophy."

an easy task. uSo many other organisms can grow faster in the media we
use that we'll need to use some
selected antibiotics to weed out the
ones we don't want,,, he explains.
And once Schrank has enough Legi,
onella bacteria to work with, he will
concentrate on the two main goals of
his research: to more easily detect the
bacteria's presence in the environ-·
ment and to improve diagnosis of the
infections the bacteria can cause.
Despite the bacteria's ability to
cause infection, Schrank sees no
threat in studying it at SCSU.
"Its presence in the environment
is very widespread," he points out.
"There's a lot of it around.,, The bacteria can be found, he notes, in both
natural aquatic areas and in manmade aquatic environments, like air
conditioning cooling towers. ttif it
were extremely dangerous, there
would be more infections from it
than there are.,,
, Then, he says; the procedures for
handling the bacteria in the lab are
rigid. uwe have established protocols
and guidelines to work with pathogens. By following them, we minimize
the risk.,, Schrank will be the only
person working with the bacteria, he
emphasizes.
In the past, Schrank has done
research on the organisms that cause
Asiatic cholera, brucellosis and dental
cavities.
The funding for Schrank's
research is being administered for the
Air Force through Universal Energy
Systems. It is part of a program
designed to allow investigators to
continue their research at their home
institutions after summer appointments at Air Force installations.
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Entry program gives
graduating seniors
early start at SCSU
High school seniors who plan to
attend SCSU can get a head start by
enrolling in the Early Entry Program.
This year's program runs from
June 6 through Aug. 1, offering
incoming freshmen a chance to begin
college at a time when there are fewer
students on the campus and instructors can provide more individual
attention. Participants are able to
complete three required courses during the eight-week program, which is
nearly a full course load for an academic quarter.
Students in the program are
guaranteed enrollment in courses in
speech, English and psychology. In
addition, students will attend seminars linked to their progress in those
courses and other seminars on career
counseling.
Early entry students also
may take advantage of other summer
attractions on the campus and in the
community. Opportunities include
recreational sports, science and art
exhibits, theatre productions and
evening concerts.
Although any graduating senior
who has been accepted for fall enrollment at SCSU is eligible to apply for
the program, only a limited number
can be admitted.
More information is available by
writing to: Early Entry Freshman Program, Kiehle 101, St. Cloud State
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301, or
by calling (612) 255-3039.

Computer-related
courses enhance
•
summer sessions
Sign of the times: More than onefourth of the short courses and workshops to be conducted during SCSU's
1986 summer sessions are related to
computers. And those 17 don't
include all the computer-related
courses in the regular summer class
schedule.
But there's much more to the
summer program than bytes and
moderns. The short courses offered
range from "Log Architecture" to a
trio of current issues covering child
care, fathering and family education.
Other short courses scheduled this
summer include "Government in the
USSR," "Organic Gardening," "Current Practices in Lake Restoration"
and "Sports Opportunities for Exceptional Populations."
A popular workshop to be
offered again this summer is "Mississippi River Creative Writing Workshop in Poetry and Fiction," featuring
well-known auth~rs as guest lecturers.
Other topics for workshops include
television and print journalism production, the teaching of critical thinking, reading and science, music
instrument repair, intercultural communication, and observational
astronomy.
For those who work during the
day, SCSU will offer 14 evening
classes this summer. Subjects range
from "Writing for Government, Business and Industry" and "Geography
of Minnesota" to "Skin and Scuba
Diving" and "Understanding Movies." Students who enroll in "The
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Play-Going Experience" will spend
much of their time attending evening
plays.
Other special summer attractions
will be two one-week sessions of
Elderhostel for people in their sixties
and older and a three-day Lindbergh
Symposium (see separate stories).
The two summer sessions will
run June 9 to July 11 and July 14 to
Aug. 15. The wide variety of courses
should appeal to beginning students
as well as continuing and graduate
students. Summer classes will meet
only four days a week, Monday
through Thursday, although SCSU
offices will be open five days a week,
7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Advance registration for summer
session will be Thursday, May 1,
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., in
Atwood Ballroom. After May 12,
continuous registration will be conducted in the Office of Registration
and Records, Room 117, Administrative Services Building. The office will
provide a schedule of summer courses
on request.
More information on summer
sessions is available from the School
of Graduate and Continuing Studies
(612) 255-2113.

Conference helps
students develop
leadership skills
Again this summer, SCSU will offer
students preparing for their final year
of high school an opportunity to
sharpen leadership skills and meet
leaders with whom they can identify.
The occasion is the university's
annual Leadership Conference, scheduled for June 15-17, with selected
members of the Minnesota high
school graduating class of 1987
attending. Conference participants
will gain experience in leadership
dynamics, social interaction and personal growth. They will learn from
SCSU graduates Keith Nord of the
Minnesota Vikings, motivational
speaker Mark Scharenbroich, and

Kay Fredericks, president of TREND
enterprises, Inc. They will participate
in a full schedule of activities that
includes a pizza party, dance, picnic
and games.
Speakers will discuss the challenges of leadership and describe how
they became leaders. Small-group sessions also are planned.
Cost of the"1Jogram is $65. Participants are selected through recommendation. Interested high school
juniors should contact their principal
or SCSU's director of student organizations, (612) 255-3004.

Choreographer will
direct spring play
Noted director and choreographer
Lewis Witlock will apply his talents
to SCSU's major dramatic production this spring as an adjunct faculty
member in the Theatre Department.
Witlock, who recently directed a
Penumbra Theater production at the
Martin Luther King Center in St.
Paul, will arrive at SCSU March 13 to
conduct auditions for the spring production. He will be on the campus
five days a week from then until the
end of the play's five-night run, April
21-26.
The production will probably be
a musical, according to Dale Swanson, department chairperson.
A resident of Minneapolis,
Witlock has been choreographer for
productions at Cricket Theatre,
Chanhassen Dinner Theatres,
Penumbra Theater and Guthrie
Theater in the Twin Cities area. He
also has been choreographer for Arizona Theatre Company and Des
Moines (Iowa) Community Playhouse. He has appeared in dance concerts in Minneapolis, Duluth, Boston
and New York City, and has acted in
numerous theatrical productions and
television shows.
"We consider ourselves very
lucky to be able to work with him,"
says Swanson. "We're hoping this
leads to a long-term association."

Dr. Alyn Dull, ript, SCSU profeuor of mathemadcs and computer ICience,
preaenta a $400 McNamer Scholanhip to Cheryl Gath, lellior from hanti.
Eatabluhed in 1979, the acholanhip is awarded annually to a hip ability
1tudent by the Mathemadca and Computer Science Department. Gath is a
computer acience major and a mathematics minor. Spomon of the acholanhip
are Richard and Nancy McNamer, • • whoeedaupter, Kathleen, wu SCSU'1
6nt computer acience major. She died 1hortly after paduadna in 1978.
McNamer teaches mathematics at Wuhburn Hip School, Minneapolu. The
McNamer Scholanhip wu amon152 award.a totalin1 $13,100 preaented by the
department in 1985-86. Since 1974, the department bu awarded 3 71 acholar1hipe totalina $73,470.

Sailin1, sailing. A two-day cruise on Lake
Superior will be the final exam for a cruise sailing
course to be conducted at SCSU beginning Tuesday, April 8. Classes will meet one evening per
week from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in Room A126, Education Building, through May 20. Designed to
improve sailing efficiency, the course is offered by
SCSU in cooperation with Campbell's Cruise Sail
School, St. Cloud. The Lake Superior excursion,
on a 30-foot sloop, is set for June, with the exact
dates to be chosen by class members. Cost of the
course is $250, which includes all expenses except
transportation to and from Bayfield, where the
cruise starts and ends. Class size will be limited to
20. Call the School of Graduate and Continuing
Studies, (612) 255-3081 or Charles Campbell,
(612) 255-3645.

Software donation. Three computer software
programs valued at more than $2,000 have been
donated to SCSU's Department of Health Education and Traffic Safety. The contribution was
made by PERCEN, a Minneapolis-based company
that integrates chemical dependency treatment
with computer software. The presentation was
made Nov. 21 by Daniel Krotz, PERCEN's vice
president. Two of the programs are designed to be
used by counselors or chemical dependency specialists in evaluating dependencies and planning
treatment. The third program is a self-assessment
for clients of chemical dependency treatment
centers.
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May Bowle theme
is New York City

Peay Thomu, SCSU freshman from Moorhead, hu been named Miu Deaf Minnesota.
She wu awarded the two-year tide at a state
pageant in Faribault, where she received a
$100 acholanhip. She will compete for the
national title in July in Salt Lake City, Utah.
A.. a representative of the hearin1 impaired in
Minnesota, Thomu aeeb tofOCU1 public attention on the talents and needs of the deaf. She
attended the State Academy of the Deaf in
Faribault before enrolling at SCSU.

Creative thoughts. "Strategies for Integrating
Creative Thinking Skills," an SCSU workshop
for educators, is scheduled from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday, March 21, in the Civic-Penney Room of
Atwood Center. The workshop will give participants an opportunity to design curricular units to
develop creative thinking skills in their students.
Cost is $45. Registration deadline is March 12.
For information, call the School of Graduate and
Continuing Studies (612) 255-3081.

St. Cloud area residents will get a
taste of the Big Apple Saturday, May
3, when SCSU hosts the city's annual
May Bowle celebration.
"New York, New York" is the
theme of this year's benefit, which
raises scholarship funds for SCSU,
St. John's University and the College
of St. Benedict.
A large committee of community
volunteers plans and promotes each
May Bowle, now in its 21st year. Last
year's event was at St. John's.
"We're going to bring New York
City to the campus in as many ways
as we can," says Jan Hoelscher,
general chairperson. "The Mississippi
River will become the Hudson River
and University Bridge will be the
Hudson Bridge. Barden Park will
become Central Park, with carriage
rides down Orchard Street to Times
Square (Campus Mall). There will be
food vendors and street musicians
along the way."
Inside Grand Central Station
(Atwood Center), refreshments will
be served during a silent auction and
casino games. Souvenirs provided by
New York City celebrities will be
among the prizes.
For dinner, Garvey Commons
will become the Tavern on the Green,
serving such Manhattan favorites as
lobster bisque, roast Long Island
duckling, New York strip sirloin of
beef and Waldorf salad. Guests will
choose to dine at 6:30 or 8:30 p.m.
Dinner reservations will be made
when tickets are purchased.
After dinner, there will be entertainment ( including the Rockettes) at
Radio City Music Hall (Atwood
Theatre) and dancing in the ballroom
and at Don't Tell Mama (subway
level). Guests will be encouraged to
add their comments and creations to
a graffiti wall, also in keeping with the
New York theme.
Throughout the evening, a wide
variety of tasty treats will be sold,
including pastries, tortes, french silk
pie, cheesecake, tarts, mousses,
eclairs, puffs and ice cream cones.
Diamond Club contributors to
the May_Bowle receive 10 tickets for

a $500 donation. Directors receive
four tickets for a $200 donation.
Patrons pay $75 for two tickets.
General admission tickets are $30.
Persons who have attended previous
May Bowles will receive mailed invitations. Tickets also will be sold on
the three campuses and at Herberger's
(downtown), Norby's (Crossroads),
Byerly's (Westgate) and Cold Spring
Bakery. For more information, call
(612) 253-1779.
SCSU's share of last year's May
Bowle proceeds totaled $11,540. The
funds are used for student scholarships in music, theatre and art.

SCSU receives
more manuscripts
A fourth Minnesota author has
donated her manuscripts to SCSU for
preservation in its archives. She is
JoAnne Fluke, a SCSU student in the
1960s.
The manuscripts for her four
novels join those previously donated
to the archives by authors Michael
Hinkemeyer, William Nolen and Jon
Hassler, all of whom have Minnesota
backgrounds. The University
Archives also contain manuscripts of
works by Sinclair Lewis.
The manuscripts are being collected to serve as an incentive and a
guide to aspiring authors, according
to Dr. John Berling, dean of Leaming
Resources Services.
"Each of these writers has said
the same thing," Berling recalls.
"They all stressed that writing takes a
lot of self-discipline. We want students to know how these authors
struggled, and show them that just
because writing isn't easy doesn't
mean it can't someday be mastered."
Fluke agrees that her manuscripts
might be useful as a teaching tool.
"This might really help tum someone
on to writing," she says. Her first
novel, The Stepchild, was published in
1978. A murder mystery set in Swanville, Fluke's hometown, the book has
sold more than 100,000 copies. Since
then, she has had three other mysteries published and is working on a
fourth, which will be set in St. Cloud.

Retired educators
initiate scholarship

Jan Hoelacher, right, 1eneral chairpenon of the 1986 May Bowle, sharee her plam with
Jean Leighton, left, who heada the May Bowle board, and SCSU President Brendan J.
McDonald. The annual benefit for student acholanhip1 is scheduled for Saturday, May 3,
on the SCSU campua. Thia year's theme is "New York, New York."
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SCSU students preparing to teach
have a new scholarship to apply for
this spring, thanks to two longtime
educators who closed their careers
teaching at the university.
Dr. A. Wilbur and Borghild
Brewer, St. Cloud, have initiated a
fund aimed specifically at ethnic
minorities or financially needy students who plan to teach at the elementary, middle school or junior high
level. The A. Wilbur and Borghild
Brewer Scholarship in Teacher Education was established with an initial
gift of $500. For as long as their
financial resources permit, the Brewers will provide an annual $300 scholarship and a $200 annual gift to the
endowment. The endowment will
ultimately be funded through a trust
agreement.
Originally from Ohio, Wil
Brewer earned a bachelor's degree
from Ohio State University, a master's degree from Western Washington State College and a doctorate in
education from Washington State
University. During a 20-year period

he was an administrator in junior and
senior high schools and a superintendent of schools.
.
From 1965 until his retirement
in 1978, Wil Brewer served in
SCSU's College of Education, attaining the rank of professor.
Borghild Brewer, a native of
Underwood, attended what is now
Moorhead State University and
taught for ten years in Ottertail
County schools. She also taught in
Washington state and received a
bachelor's degree in education from
W estem Washington State College.
She did graduate work in remedial
reading at the University of Washington and Ohio State University.
After coming to St. Cloud, Borgy
.Brewer helped establish a remedial
reading program for the St. Cloud
school district in 1966. Later, she
taught language arts and reading in
SCSU's College of Education.
Applicants for the scholarship
must be admitted to SCSU's teacher
development program. Deadline for
applications is April 1. The first
award will be made this spring for the
1986-87 academic year.
Contributions to the A. Wilbur
and Borghild Brewer Scholarship in
Teacher Education can be made
through the SCSU Foundation, Inc.,
(612) 255-3177.

State's largest math
contest is April 19
For the 19th straight year, SCSU will
be invaded one day this spring by junior and senior high school math
whizzes, competing for glory, plaques
and possible scholarships.
That will happen Saturday, April
19, when about 2,000 students from
schools within about 80 miles of St.
Cloud descend on SCSU for the
annual math contest sponsored by the
Mathematics and Computer Science
Department. The contest is the largest
and oldest in the state, according to
Dr. Alyn Dull, this year's
coordinator.
The top three individual scores
for each school in each age group are
added together, and a champion
school is named for each group. Top
individuals, as well, are honored with
trophies, plaques and certificates. For
the top scorers in the senior
division-the juniors and seniors-a
high finish in the contest can mean
the offer of a college scholarship if
they choose to attend SCSU.
"We've had students come and
use the scholarships they've won, and
win more scholarships from us while
in college," says Dull. "And we've
watched them go out into the world
and be very successful."

Electronic boards
deliver messages
As they change classes, SCSU students are informed about campus
events, thanks to a pair of electronic
message boards installed in February.
Located at the Performing Arts
Center and on the Campus Mall near
Atwood Center, the boards relay
nuggets of information ranging from
the date and time of the next Huskies'
home game to the audition schedule
for a theatrical production. They were
purchased and installed to enhance
student involvement in campus
activities. ·
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Club gives clinic
computer system

Dr. Keith Knutson, SCSU professor of biological sciences, left, looks on as Dr.
Louise Johnson, dean of the College of Science and Technology, presents an
appreciation award to representatives of the Cold Spring Chamber of Com1qerce. Accepting the plaque are, from left, Roger Johannes, chamber president,
and officen Pat Weber and Roger Humbert. The plaque was one of three
awarded to civic groups in the Cold Spring-Richmond area for their financial
support of an SCSU research project on the Honeshoe Chain of Lakes. With
student assistance, Knutson investigated causes of increasing amounts of algae in
the lakes. The other groups honored were Richmond Civic and Commercial and
Sauk River Chain of Lakes, Inc.

Cooperative project
helps students enter
teaching profession

dents annually who become licensed
to teach. Although that is two-thirds
less than the peak number of teacher
graduates in the early 1970s, there is
a steady increase in students interested in a teaching career, according
to Ames.
The 1985 Legislature appropriated $300,000 for teacher education
projects. SCSU's proposal was one of
three to receive funding. Others at
SCSU who helped develop the project were Dr. Eric Rudrud, assistant
dean of the College of Education, and
Karen Magnus, chairperson of the
Teacher Development Department.

SCSU is cooperating with a public
school district in a project. designed to
help student teachers get better
acquainted with the demands of
teaching before graduation.
The university's College of Education and St. Cloud District 742
have received a $90,000 grant from
the Minnesota Board of Teaching to
fund the ,;:xetnplary teacher education
program. Developed in response to
legislative concerns about quality
education, the project will be conducted by learning teams composed
of student teachers, district teachers
and SCSU educators.
During the first quarter of their
senior year, students will attend lectures by district teachers, who will
SCSU's new academic minor in ·
relate what they have learned about
human relations provides students
teaching. Students will try out their
with skills needed for living and
teaching techniques in district classworking in a pluralistic, multicultural
rooms during the second quarter,
society, according to Dr. Julie
working closely with their teacher
Andrzejewski, director of SCSU's
supervisors. In the third quartet, just
Center for Human Relations and
Multicultural Education.
before graduation, the students will
return to the campus to share what
The program explores the psythey have learned. After evaluations,
chological, social, political and ecosome students may do additional trial
nomic realities of a culturally-diverse
teaching to correct deficiencies.
population. Topics addressed include
Initially, students will be assigned
racism, sexism, ageism, and discrimito classrooms at Apollo and Technination based on class, religion, discal high schools. The program may
ability, mental retardation; physical
expanded to include elementary
appearance and sexual preference.
schools and their teachers.
"Training in human relations is
"The students will learn much
regarded as a real plus by prospective
from their interaction with teachers
employers," says Andrzejewski.
who have been teaching for many
"Regardless of majors or careers, stuyears," says Pat Welter, staff devel- ·
dents are going to be dealing with a
opment coordinator for District 742.
wide variety of people after
"And the teachers will learn from the
graduation."
students, too."
The multidisciplinary minor
The program could bring about
includes courses that examine the
revisions in the curriculum for stuimpact of power, resources, cultural
dents preparing to become teachers,
standards and institutional policies on
according to Dr. Ron Jandura, Disindividuals and groups. Among the
trict 742 superintendent of schools.
course titles are: "Non-Oppressive
Dr. Kenneth Ames, dean of the
Relationships," "Introduction to
College of Education, estimates that
Minority Studies," "Introduction to
Women's Studies" and uchange
about 20 seniors will be involved in
learning teams beginning next fall.
Agent Skills.'' Students also may
The grant will cover the program for
choose from elective courses, such as
18 months. Ames hopes the project
''lntercultural Communication,''
will become a model for other
"Class, Status, Power" and "Children's Rights."
schools and teacher preparation
For information, call Andrzeinstitutions.
SCSU graduates about 300 s~"l . , jews¼ii ~t;.f 6 J~) ~5~-:HZ-:1- I . ? ; ~ ~ : .,

SCSU adds minor
in human relations

A gift from the Greater West Side
Sertoma Club in St. Cloud is helping
clients of SCSU's Speech-Language
and Hearing Clinic by detecting their
underlying speech problems and enabling them to practice syntax and
language concepts independently.
An Apple Ile computer, color
monitor and Epson printer valued at
$1,885 were donated by the club,
which has designated the clinic an
official affiliate, according to Dr.
Gerald Powers, chairperson of the
Communication D'i sorders
Department.
•
The computer is the clinic's first,
Powers says. "A therapist can feed a ·
verbatim transcription of a client's
speech into the computer, and, by
using special assessment software, the
computer will detect the underlying
speech problems and rules system."
The computer also can be used
to develop language concepts and syntax. "Instead of working with a therapist 100 percent of the time, clients
also can augment their individual
therapy with computer-assisted practice in grammatical skills," explains
Powers.
The Speech-Language and Hearing Clinic accepts clients ranging from
very young children to the elderly.
About 65 individuals are served each
quarter, referred by professionals or
agencies, or through self-referral,
Powers says.
Clients work with SCSU faculty
on language and articulation problems, voice difficulties, stuttering, or
problems resulting from physical
conditions· such as cancer, cleft palate,
stroke, cerebral palsy or hearing
impairment.
Assisting in the clinic are SCSU
students who are preparing for
careers in communication disorders.

Walter Lanon, SCSU's director of Career
Planning and Placement, has received the
1986 Service to Mankind Award presented by
the Sertoma Club of St. Cloud. The annual
award recognizes voluntary involvement in
community projects and organhations. Lanon
has held many leadenhip positions in United
Way, Boy Scouts, Chamber of Commerce,
education, church and other charitable causes.
He is a member of both the SCSU Foundation
Board and Alumni Board.

oe

Assistant professor Mary Weise introduces pre-schooler Christopher Preuue to the new
computer system donated to SCSU's Speech-Language and Hearing Clinic by the Greater
West Side Sertoma Club in St. Cloud. Looking on, from left, are Dr. Gerald Powen,
chairperson of the Communication Disorden Department; Steve Domine, club president;
and Eugene Theisen, club treasurer.
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Editor commends SCSU
for international focus
The following article by Leonard
Inskip, associate editor of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune, appeared in
the Jan. 29 issue of that newspaper. It
is reprinted with permission.

MAPping a new future. Hunger, poverty and
other critical issues facing developing nations are
the concerns of the Minnesota Awareness Project
(MAP), a program in which SCSU is represented.
The project trains international students to make
team presentations regarding developmental issues
in their home countries. Six students from SCSU,
St. John's University and the College of St. Benedict were the first participants in the MAP project
at SCSU. The group is available to speak at
schools, churches and community organizations
within 50 miles of St. Cloud. To schedule a presentation by the MAP team, contact Lynn Gottshall, international student coordinator at SCSU,

(612) 255-4287.

St. Cloud, Minn.
Last week's St. Cloud performance by a Chinese theatrical troupe
had an unintended message for Minnesotans: You've got an international
school here.
The student group from China
began a three-week visit to nine Minnesota schools by performing at St.
Cloud State University, which
arranged the tour. The play apparently was the first performed outside
of China by Chinese students.
But one play doesn't prove a
school's international focus. Other
actions do.
□ St. Cloud State University has
seven study programs abroad and
sends more students to such programs than does any other Minnesota
school. Officials say St. Cloud ranks
15th among all U.S. colleges in such
overseas study.
□ An eighth overseas program-an
exchange with a Chinese universitywill begin this year. Sixteen students
( including some from Moorhead
State University) have applied to
study in China for six months.
□ St. Cloud last March opened an
International Business Development
Center to help central Minnesota's
small and mid-sized businesses get
into foreign commerce.
□ More than 200 foreign students
from 40 countries study at St. Cloud.
□ In 1984, the school began majors
and minors in international business.
□ The school recently installed an
antenna that can get signals from 20
satellites simultaneously. Foreign programs will enhance language learning.
Central Minneosta public schools
eventually will have access to the
same transmissions.
□ Officials hope to expand foreign-

Mary Kay Lindell, left, and Cydna Lyons, right, are the £int graduates in SCSU's new
bachelor's degree program in international business. Their degrees were awarded at winter
commencement Feb. 28. Instrumental in the development of the program were Dr. Jay
Vora, left, director of the International Business Development Center, and Dr. Abdalla
Hanafy, right, director of the International Business Program. Lindell, also a German major,
focused on marketing in Western Europe. She was an intern last summer at the Minnesota
Trade Office in St. Paul. Lyons, whose second language is Spanish, had a functional emphasis in finance and a regional emphasis in Latin America.
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language studies by adding Chinese
next year. A student group may go to
China to perform a play.
"We have a commitment to
internationalize the university," says

St. Cloud State President Brendan
McDonald. He argues that Midwestern young people are less
exposed to foreign cultures than are
people on the coasts. Such students
"need more opportunity than others
to get a better understanding of other
cultures and to be more effective in
whatever they go into." Many will
work for corporations active in international trade, he says.
Overseas programs began in
197 3 under Charles Graham, now
Hamline president. Such programs
were seen as one way to counteract an
enrollment decline. The first were in
Denmark and England, followed soon
by Germany and Spain. Later came
France, Japan and Costa Rica.
Joseph Navari, director of the St.
Cloud's International Studies Center,
says the programs immerse students
in foreign cultures for five to nine
months. That time provides more
perspective than the one-month tour
or study program popular on many
campuses. Since 1973, 2,500 St.
Cloud students have gone abroad.
Each year about 2 to 2.5 percent of
full-time students go-more than 10
times the national average. This year
about 260 students will study
overseas.
One-fifth of the 500-plus faculty
have taught in the programs. Professors go for three months. The perspectives brought home by students
and teachers, plus the presence of
foreign students at the school, enrich
classes for everyone-even those who
stay home.
McDonald hopes to expand links
to business. He'd like to get a loaned
executive to direct the business
development center. He envisions
business people teaching international-trade courses part-time. He
will approach international corporations about student internships. If the
development center finds a specialized
business need, a faculty member
might be sent away for training that
would benefit both business clients
and students. The school may
develop short courses on foreign languages and cultures to help business.
A survey several years ago indicated that most St. Cloud students
were poorly informed about international affairs and foreign cultures.
Undoubtedly, many still are. " We're
not perfect yet,'' McDonald admits.
" But we sense more students today
are aware of the international scene."
Officials aren't sure how to interpret
a survey last fall of entering freshmen,
but consider it a hopeful sign. Of
1,084 questioned, 10 percent had
studied abroad.
St. Cloud's foreign connections
often arise from personal contacts.
The idea for the Chinese play came
from a St. Cloud alumnus who
teaches English at the troupe's school.
The new exchange program with
another Chinese university was conceived in conversations between a St.
Cloud professsor and one from China
studying at the University of
Minnesota.
A Chinese university official
with the visiting theatrical troupe
found how small the world can be. In
his room, he picked up an old St.
Cloud magazine, leafed through it and
with astonishment saw a picture of an

85-year-old relative he had not seen
since the 1940s. The relative, a customs official, had been transferred to
Taiwan and did not return to China

after the Communists took over; now
he lives in St. Cloud. The pair had a
two-hour reunion.

New program trains
international students
SCSU has taken another step into
international business through its
involvement in an exchange program
that provides traineeships for students in countries other than their
own. The university is one of 66
higher education institutions in the
nation with a chapter of AIESEC, the
French acronym for International
Association of Students in Economics
and Business Management.
Developed and managed by students, AIESEC is a non-profit, nonpolitical organization that trains students with leadership potential in
business and industry. Membership
has grown to more than 30,000 students at 400 universities in 60
countries.
Companies gain access to highly
motivated, talented international students by employing AIESEC trainees
for periods ranging from six weeks to
18 months, explains Tom Tormoen, a
leader in the SCSU chapter. The
reciprocal nature of the exchange
gives an American student an opportunity to work abroad each time an
American employer accepts a trainee
from another country.
So far, AIESEC-St. Cloud has
arranged for two traineeships abroad,
participated in AIESEC development
activities, and attained recognition as
a campus organization. Membership is
growing.
Business owners or managers
who would like to learn more about
AIESEC may contact Tormoen at
109 Business Building, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN
56301. For information by phone,
call Tormoen at (612) 255-3447 or
Dr. Crumpton Farrell, SCSU associate professor of management and
finance, at (612) 255-3217.
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Dental dangen. The risks posed by AIDS and
hepatitis in the practice of dentistry will be among
topics discussed in "Communicable Diseases and
the Dental Profession," an SCSU workshop
scheduled from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday,
March 29, in Atwood Center Brickyard. Intended
for dental professionals, the workshop costs $20.
Registration deadline is March 20. For informa,
tion, contact the School of Graduate and Contin,
uing Studies, (612) 255,3081.
Five students enrolled in SCSU's study program in Aalborg,
Denmark, this academic year were chosen to participate in
the Edith Jorgemen Memorial Loan Fund. Receiving loan
certificates from Jens Skovbaech Pedenen are, from left,
Meliua Warwea, Kaija Webater, Michelle Nikolai, Tracy
Gibvik and Erik Hester. At right is Tromholt Christensen,
director of the bank which administen the fund. Loans are
provided annually to selected students who demonstrate

Elderhostel program
to focus attention on
Soviet Union, Japan
Elderhostel students at SCSU this
summer can immerse themselves in
the political implications of Russian
literature or the artistry of Japanese
pottery as the popular program concentrates on two cultures which
keenly interest Americans.
Once again, SCSU will be one of
30 Minnesota schools offering Elderhostel sessions for persons age 60 or
older (plus their spouses or companions). But this year participants will
find something different when they
reach the campus.
Instead of scheduling three unrelated courses during each of the two
one-week sessions, SCSU will offer a
week of courses on the history and
culture of the Soviet Union and then
a second week of courses on Japan.
The new approach is designed to
take advantage of the strength of
SCSU's international studies programs, according to Diane Coppock,
acting director of educational
conferences.
usince many of the Elderhostel
people come here every year, we
thought we needed to make some
changes," Coppock says. u1 felt that
SCSU's emphasis on international
programs was something we could
capitalize on. We need to reflect the
uniqueness of our campus in our
offerings."
The Elderhostel program is
designed to combine the best traditions of hosteling and European folk
schools. Along with the chance to
enroll in any of three non-credit
courses, each one-week session provides participants with a taste of campus life.
Session I at SCSU Quly 6-12)
will concentrate on the Soviet Union,

financial need. The fund wu established in memory of
Edith Jorgensen, a Danish citizen who served u kitchen
director for the program from 1974 until her death in 1977.
She frequently loaned money to students with limited
resources. Former students who have received Jorgensen
awards may repay the loans through the SCSU International Studies Office, which also accepts contributions to
the Jorgensen fund. (Photo counes, Aalborg Sriftstidende.)

offering three courses: "Why is Red
Square Red? Social Issues in the
Soviet Union," taught by Dr. Richard
Lewis, associate professor of history;
"Soviet Places and Faces: Geographic
Aspects of the USSR," taught by Dr.
Henry Coppock, professor of geography; and "Russian Poets: Their
Political Struggles and Creative
Expression," taught by Dr. William
Langen, professor of foreign languages and literature.
•
Session II Ouly 27-Aug. 2) will
focus on Japan, also offering three
courses: "Gods, Governors and
Generals: Japanese History," taught
by Dr. Orville Schmidt, professor of
political science; "Japanese Literature:
From Haiku to the Novel," taught by
Dr. John Melton, professor of English; and "Japanese Folk Pottery:
Mingi Yaki," taught by Jasper Bond,
art instructor.
Cost of Elderhostel is $205 per
session, which includes room and
board. Registration is recommended
by March 21 through: Minnesota
Elderhostel, 201 Westbrook Hall, 77
Pleasant St. S.E., Minneapolis, MN
55455, (612) 376,2704.

Speech department
pleased with results
of graduate survey
There was good news when the SCSU
Speech Communication Department
got the final report on its 1985 graduate survey early this year: graduates
gave the department an exceptionally
high grade.
In responses received from 341
persons who graduated with majors
or minors in speech communication
between 1972 and 1984, nearly 85
percent rated the value of their experience in the department as good or
excellent.

"We were very happpy," says
Dr. Arthur Grachek, department
chairperson. "We were hoping for
results like that, but you never
know."
The survey compared four
groups of graduates. Among those
who graduated between 1972 and
1974, 40.4 percent rated their experience in the department as "excellent"
and 44.7 percent called it "good." A
total of 47.9 percent of the graduates
during the years 1977-75 responded
with an "excellent" rating and an
equal number marked the "good"
response. The percentage of "excellent" responses rose when graduates
from the years 1978-81 had their say,
with 61. 7 percent choosing that rating
and 35 percent responding "good."
And of the alumni responding who
graduated between 1981 and 1984,
60.2 percent said they thought their
experience in the department was
"excellent" while 36 percent recalled
it as "good."
The high ratings the department
got in the survey, Grachek says, are
probably due to the wider use in
recent years of its inter-departmental
major, in which a student can construct a speech communication major
allied with core courses from other
disciplines, such as business, mass
communications or psychology. That
major has shifted the focus of the
department from speech education to
a broader-based degree.
The survey, prepared by instructor Jeanmarie Cook, indicates to the
department that it's moving in the
right direction, Grachek said. "We
were concerned that we'd find our
graduates disgruntled, unhappy and in
unrelated careers," he says. "There
are a few of those, but the great
majority of our graduates are doing
well, and many of them said our program was a contributor to their
achievements."

Letting off steam. Ao SCSU spring workshop
on "Anger in the Workplace" will deal with
stress and anger generated on the job. Scheduled
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday, May 16, at the
Americanna Inn in St. Cloud, the workshop will
suggest and demonstrate constructive methods for
dealing with work,related anger and frustration.
Registration deadline is May 9. For information,
contact the School of Graduate and Continuing
Studies, (612) 255,3081.

Dealing with 1088. "Conceived but Never
Cradled: A Conference on Pregnancy and Neona,
tal loss" is set for Saturday, March 22, in
Atwood Center. The 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. program is
designed to help people cope with miscarriage,
stillbirth and newborn death. Registration fees are
$35 for health professionals, $20 for affected persons and $12 for students. Registration deadline
is March 12. For information, contact the SCSU
School of Graduate and Continuing Studies,
(612) 255-3081.
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SCSU hosts Chinese
student drama troupe
It was historic, histrionic, hectic.
And, at times, hilarious.
It was the first time a group of
Chinese university students had ever
performed a Chinese play in English
in the United States. Opening night
was Jan. 21 in SCSU's Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
Before returning to Nankai Uni,
versity in Tianjin in mid,February,
the ten,member cast presented
" Thunderstorm" by Tsao Yu, China's
best,known playwright, at eight other
Minnesota colleges and universities.
Included were the University of Min,
nesota at Duluth and Minneapolis,
the state universities at Bemidji,
Moorhead, Marshall, Mankato and
Winona, and Anoka,Rarnsey Com,
munity College. Stanford University
in California hosted the final
performance.
Written in the 1930s, the
Western,style drama focuses on fam,
ily conflicts in the home of a coal,
mining industrialist.
The theatrical tour was proposed
by SCSU alumnus Roland Fischer,
who directs the English language pro,
gram at Nankai University and
accompanied the troupe to Minne,
sota. Arrangements were coordinated
by Dr. Kathleen Redd, SCSU profes,
sor of indisciplinary studies and an
American Council on Education Fel,
low for 1985,86.
The cast remained surprisingly
healthy during the demanding tour, at
a time when influenza was raging
throughout the state. In each location,
the visitors socialized with students,
faculty and community residents.
Better than words, these photos
capture the highlights of a memorable
cultural exchange.

Liu Yan (Lucy) applies makeup before her
appearance in "Thundentorm." The Chinese
students used their own props and coetumes on
the theatrical tour, 6nt of its kind in the United
States.

SCSU President Brendan}. McDonald and Nankai Univenity Vice President
Wang Da◄ui, left, lead the Chinese student delegation through the main
terminal of Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport upon arrival Jan. 1 7.
At right is Roland Fischer, SCSU alumnus who directs Nankai's English
language program.

Nankai Univenity representatives present an original painting to SCSU commemorating the cultural exchange between the two institutions. From left:
Jiang Hua,shang, vice chair, Foreign Languages Department; Vice President
Wang Da-sui; Gu Qj.-nan, lecturer, Foreign Languages Department.

A scene from "Thundentorm," a Western,style drama in which
the younger memben of a wealthy Chinese family rebel against the
decaying order of the older generation. Written in the 1930s by
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Tsao Yu, a leading authority on theatre in China, the play was
1hortened for the Nankai Univenity English-language production.

fl

Dr. Donald Sikkink, ripit, dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Humanities, interviewed director Roland Fucher and
one of his 1tudent-acton, Cai Ben-hong (ROlaline), for

"Penpective1," a Saturday morning television 1how on
KXLI, St. Cloud, produced at SCSU.

Upon arrival at SCSU, the visiton received souvenin from
President Brendan J. McDonald. They were then intro-

duced to host families, who invited them into their homes
during their stay in St. Cloud.

1,t :

Soviet circuit. From St. Basil's Cathedral next to
Moscow's Kremlin to the Winter Palace on the
Neva River in Leningrad, participants in SCSU's
sixth biennial tour of the Soviet Union will take
in the history, culture and heritage of that vast
country. Scheduled for May 4-23, the tour
includes five nights each in Leningrad and Moscow, four nights in Kiev, three nights in Thilisi
and one night in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
Cost of the tour, to be directed by Dr. Henry
Coppock of SCSU's Geography Department, is
$1 ,985 per person, round trip from Minneapolis.
The tour will be preceded by seven weeks of
required classes at SCSU, covering Soviet geography, government, art, architecture _and history
plus an introduction to the Russian language.
Registration deadline, including total payment
required, is March 15. For information, call (612)
255-2263.
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An unexpect reunion occurr
w en Nankai Univenity Vice Pre1i ent
Wang Da-sui, right, discovered that T. T. Liang, a relative he had not 1een 1ince
the 19408, i1 a St. Cloud re1ident and an SCSU graduate 1tudent. A former
customs official in China, Liang is a master of T'ai Chi, a classical Chine1e
dance. The pair had a joyful two-hour reunion.

Visiton Wang jing-jing Gill), left, and Tian Shu (Tina) diap y T-s 'rts
received as gifts from the SCSU International Students Auociation.
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High scoring Kevin Catron
helps Huskies set records
By Anne Abicht
Sports Information Director
He's been named the Most Valuable
Player in two tournaments this season. He's been named the North Central Conference Player of the Week
several times. He's ranked among the
top ten scorers in NCAA Division II
basketball.
He is SCSU senior forward
Kevin Catron, who leads the Huskies
in both scoring and rebounding.
The 6-foot-4 native of Cleveland,
Ohio, transferred to St. Cloud a year
ago from North Dakota State School
of Science, where he earned allconference, all-state and all-region
basketball playing honors. He gained
a starting spot at forward for the
Huskies and led the team in scoring
with 21.3 points. He was named to
the All-Conference team and set three
school records. The single season
records were for most field goals
made (243) and most field goals
attempted (538). He set a junior class
scoring mark at SCSU with 598
points.
This year he emerged as the top
player in the North Central Conference. That was made quite evident
when he was named by the Associated Press as the Most Valuable
Player in the North Central Conference Holiday Tournament. He led the
Huskies to their first-ever NCC tournament championship by scoring 85
points in three games. He had a game
high 30 points and 15 rebounds in
the championship win over Augustana College.
With strong support from Coach
Butch Raymond, Catron has been
nominated for NCAA Division II
All-American.

Head Coach Butch Raymond
SCSU Men's Basketball Team
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STAT£
KEVIN CATRON
All this is remarkable for a
young man who didn't play disciplined team basketball until he was a
high school junior. "I didn't play
organized ball because I was having
fun playing street ball," says Catron.
"As a junior I played on the junior
varsity team. I made the varsity team
my senior year and averaged 18
points a game," he adds.

'

Here's the SCSU baaketball team that earned top national ratings and recognition durin1 the 1985-86 seuon. From left,
kneelina: Cleveland Barnes, junior, auard, Mclnto8h, Ala.; Reggie Perkins, sophomore, auard, Milwaukee, Wia.; co-captain
Bruce Anderson, senior, forward, Auatin; co-captain Kevin
Catron, senior, forward, Cleveland, Ohio; Barry Wohler, jun-

I

ior, guard, Bird Island; Eric Lind, freshman, pard, Plover, Wu.
Standing: Todd Spauldina, 10phomore, auard, Kimbali; Bill
Petenen, junior, forward, Milwaukee, Wia.; Terry Kuechle,
sophomore, forward, Cry1tal; Mike Hillman, IOphomore, center, Aitkin; Kevin Treanor, junior, forward, Coon Rapida; Kent
Lind, freshman, forward, Plover, Wit.

After high school, with no enticing offers from college recruiters,
Catron moved to Wahpeton, North
Dakota, where he played junior college ball.
SCSU assistant basketball coach
Kevin Schlagel recruited Catron to
transfer to St. Cloud when he gradu. ated from the two-year college.
Catron made the move because he
was told he would be part of a team
building program filled with
challenges.
And the challenges were many.
Catron severely injured his knee
when he was playing in North
Dakota, an injury that would have
put most young athletes out of commission. Through hard work and
rehabilitation, Catron has strengthened himself so that he is able to play
at full throttle.
Catron likes St. Cloud and
enjoys playing for the enthusiastic
basketball fans in Halenbeck Hall. "I
like playing in front of big crowds,"
he says. "It's fun to slam a basket and
get the crowd excited about the
game."
A social work major at SCSU,
Catron would like to return to Cleveland sometime to help youngsters
with his kind of background. "When
I go home now, the young kids look
up to me," says Catron. "I feel I owe
something to the people at home and
I can repay them by the way I play
ball and any help I can give them."
Catron is also interested in playing basketball for a year or two in a
European league. "But I'll have to .
wait and see about that after graduation," he says.
For now, Catron is having the
time of his life playing for a topranked team in NCAA Conference
Divison II basketball. It's even more
fun than playing street ball in
Cleveland.

.
This prominent sign near Halenbeck Hall reminded Univenity Bridge motorists that SCSU's men's basketball HUI-

kies earned the top ranking this season in NCAA Division
Il-a 6nt for any St. Cloud team.

Volleyball co-captain
excels in academics
as well as athletics
By Anne Abicht
Sports Information Director
An outstanding collegiate volleyball
career for SCSU senior Becky Stream
culminated last December when she
was named an Honorable Mention
All-American by the Collegiate Volleyball Coaches Association. The
honor is accorded to only 12 players
annually in NCAA Division II
volleyball.
A four-year starter as a hitter for
Coach Dianne Glowatzke, Stream has
earned several other honors as a
student-athlete. She is a three-time
all-conference selection, once as a
sophomore when SCSU played in the
Northern Sun Conference (NSC) and
twice as a member of the highly competitive North Central Conference
(NCC) during her junior and senior
seasons.
Stream has been honored not
only for her athletic skills but also for
her academic ability. She was twice
named to the North Central Conference academic team and as a junior
was named to the CoSIDA District V
all-academic team. She holds a 3.45
cumulative grade point average in
business.
Last fall, Stream was the first
female recipient of the RenslowHusky Scholarship, a memorial to
former SCSU athlete David Renslow
to benefit the men's and women's
athletic programs. According to Glowatzke, Stream is one of the best
student-athletes who have participated in the women's athletic
program.
Stream's success is linked to the
progressive improvement of the
Husky volleyball program during the
last four seasons. In Stream's freshman year, the Huskies recorded a 279 mark and were NSC champions.
Stream's sophomore year saw SCSU
winning 33 of 48 games and finishing
second in the league. The 1984 season was a new challenge for the Huskies as they joined the NCC. The volleyball team met the challenge by
putting together the winningest
record ever, a third place NCC finish
and a 19th place national ranking in
NCAA Division II. Stream led the
team in attacks that season. Last fall,
the Huskies surpassed their previous

.
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STREAM
record with a 38-9 mark, finished
third in the NCC and advanced to the
NCAA Division II play-offs for the
first time. Once again she was a team
leader as a co-captain and the leading
attacker.
''Becky started the very first
match of the season her freshman

year and was a starter for the
remainder of her career," says Glowatzke. "She is one of the best
attackers we've ever had in the volleyball program."
One reason Stream chose to
attend SCSU is because the campus is
close to her home at Cedar. "But I
think the biggest factor was the
strength of the business program
here," says Stream. During the
summer and school breaks, Stream is
employed by Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood, Inc., where she is getting onthe-job experience in investments.
Stream is looking forward to
graduation and getting into the job
market. When asked if she misses
volleyball, Stream says she doesn't. "I
miss the players but I also know that
volleyball is not my future," she
replies.
Stream's collegiate volleyball
career is over but a new career is just
beginning for the business major. Her
contributions to SCSU athletics and
academics will long be remembered
because they reflect so favorably on
the quality of the SCSU studentathlete and the SCSU volleyball
program.

Reporting sports. SCSU's 12th annual Media
Day Thursday and Friday, May 8-9, will examine
sports reporting. Sponsored by the Mass Communications Department, the event opens with a
Thursday evening town meeting at 8:15 p.m. in
Atwood Ballroom. A four-person panel moderated by Dave Moore ofWCCO-TV, Minneapolis,
will discuss sports reporting and respond to questions and comments from the audience. Panelists
will include Ray Miller, manager of the Minnesota
Twins; SCSU alumnus Jeff Passolt, sports reporter for WUSA-TV, Minneapolis; and Howard
Sinker, sports reporter for the Minneapolis Star
and Tribune. Friday's sessions, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., will be devoted to sports reporting techniques and practices. The program is free to students and SCSU faculty and staff. Registration for
professional journalists and instructors from
other colleges and universities will be $45. Registration for high school teachers will be $30. For
information, call (612) 255-3293.

On a penonnel note. Persons in middle- or
upper-level management positions or small business owners who need to know more about personnel management can benefit from "Writing
Effective Job Descriptions," an SCSU workshop
scheduled for 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday, May 13,
at the Sunwood Inn in St. Cloud. The workshop
will focus on the effective use of job descriptions
as a management tool. Registration fee is $65.
Registration deadline is May 5. For more information, call the School of Graduate and Continuing Studies (612) 255-3081.

Tournament time. SCSU will host one of the
NCAA Division II regional men's basketball
tournaments in March. The Huskies will be one
of four teams in action March 7-8 in Halenbeck
Hall. The winning team advances to the national
quarterfinals. Games will be at 6:30 and 8:30
p.m. each evening. Tickets are on sale at the
northwest entrance ticket booth in Halenbeck
Hall.

Gov. Rudy Perpich, left, received a surprise gift when he visited St. Cloud for as
press conference in November. His cousin, SCSU hockey coach John Perpich,
presented him with a Husky booster sweatshirt. Quipped the governor: "If you
win the 6nt half of the season, I'll come see some pmes the second half."
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It's phonathon time!

•

Students are calling alumni this spring
SCSU students are phoning alumni
this spring seeking 1986 pledges to
the SCSU Foundation. Calls also will
be made next fall. Some of the callers
are pictured here.
About 50 students participated
in last year's phonathon, calling some
22,000 graduates. Half of those contacted made pledges totaling more
than $180,000.
"Thanks to our alumni for a
wonderful response in 1985," says
Rosie Moran, phonathon coordinator. "And a special thanks to those
who sent us a matching gift form
from their company, which increased
their contribution.
"When a student calls your
number this spring and asks for a
pledge, please say yes in support of
SCSU."

AUDREY R,ETKA
Sophomore, Lesueur

Annual Community
Campaign begins

EARL HENNING

-::;..-

A goal of $200,000 has been set for
SCSU's 1986 Community Campaign,
starting with a kick-off breakfast
March 4.
Earl Henning, a partner in Niskern Agency, Inc., .St. Cloud, is general
chairperson. Heading the campaign's
athletic division is Ed Johnson, assistant principal at Technical High
School.
This is SCSU's tenth annual
Community Campaign, according to
Rosie Moran, associate director,
annual fund, SCSU Development
Office.
"Many programs on the campus
need financial assistance," Moran
reports. "Funds pledged during this
campaign will help maintain and
improve them."
Individuals and business firms
interested in participating in the campaign who have not been contacted
may call the Development Office at
(61,2) 255-3177.

Department receives
challenge gift offer
A challenge gift totaling $1,000 has
been offered to SCSU's Department
of Speech Communication. The gift,
from Mary and Omar Adams, is
intended to increase the endowment
of the Mary Ahles Adams Forensics
ED JOHNSON

Scholarship.

The scholarship was established
in 1984 by Mary and Omar Adams as
a means of providing financial support for entering freshmen who wish
to participate in SCSU's forensics
program. Mary Ahles Adams served
on the SCSU faculty from 1966 to
1978. During that time she was director of SCSU's annual high school
speech festival. Mary and Omar
Adams currently live in Texas.
According to Dr. Arthur Grachek, department chairperson, the
department will conduct a fund drive
next fall to raise $1,000 to match the
gift. Recalling the recent.s).lcc~ Ai•. , ., ,

DEANNA WEINRICH
Freshman, St. Cloud

the department's drive to create the
Ray Pedersen Memorial Scholarship,
Grachek says he is certain that
alumni, faculty and friends of the
department will respond generously
to the appeal.
Persons wishing to donate to the
challenge gift program may send their
contributions to the Mary Ahles
Adams Scholarship Fund, in care of
the SCSU Development Office.

Department matches
donor's gift to endow:
memorial scholarship
The SCSU Speech Communication
Department met the challenge. During 1985, the department raised
$5,000 to match an anonymous
donation to establish the Ray
Pedersen Memorial Scholarship.
The anonynmous donor challenged the department with an offer
to match the amount the department
could raise in 1985 up to $5,000.
The money was obtained in a fund .
drive conducted among faculty
members, alumni and friends of the
department, according to chairperson
Dr. Arthur Grachelc.
More than 75 contributions were
received, ranging from $2 to $500.
The drive was organized by a committee made up of Grachek, Mary Ahles
Adams, Lynn Drevlow, Elinor Detra
Wright, Joanna Pucci, Dr. Don Sikkink, Dr. Charles Vick and Dr.
Robert Wiclc.
The $10,000 will provid~ for an
endowed scholarship honoring Ray
Pedersen, professor of speech and
theatre who taught at SCSU during
the early 1950s. The anonymous
donor was a student of Pedersen's
and has been interested for some time
in establishing the scholarship.
Grachek said earnings from the
endowment will be used annually to
fund one or more scholarships for
needy and talented students in the
communication arts. The scholarship
will be administered by the Speech
Communication Department. t ~. ►• , 1 :

Challenge gift helps
increase endowment
A retired General Mills executive has
established a $5,000 challenge gift to
increase an SCSU endowment, the
George W. Friedrich Wildlife Protection Fund.
Cy Plattes of Las Vegas, Nev., a
former student of Friedrich's, has
pledged $5,000 in $1,000 annual
increments from 1985 through 1989,
making his initial contribution las_!.year. To continue the agreement', the
university must match his amount
annually, adding $10,000 to the fund
by 1989. The fund currently has a
balance of about $26,000.
Earnings from the invested funds
are used for scholarships, mainly for
graduate students, in environmental
and field biology. Friedrich, who
taught conservation at SCSU for 35
years, was influential in improving
state and national conservation
practices.

Graduate provides
funds for seminars
A 1977 SCSU graduate who lives in
the Twin Cities has made an anonymous gift to the university to help
fund weekend seminars in criminal
justice studies and political science.
Starting in 1985, the SCSU
Foundation will receive the $3,000
contribution in three annual payments of $1,000. The two departments involved are expected to obtain
matching funds.
The criminal justice studies
seminar is to provide an opportunity
for in-service training for practitioners who may earn continuing education credits for job-related activities.
The political science seminar could
take the form of a model United
Nations. Some of the funds may be
used to pay travel expenses and honoraria for visiting faculty members.

Under the leadenhip of Dr. Al Dull, second from right,
these captains coordinated the work of volunteen in conducting the 1986 Faculty/Staff Campaign for the SCSU
Foundation. From left: Donna Mattocks, Penonnel Office;
Dr. William Lacroix, Industrial Studies; Janet Warnert,

Professor heads
campus fund drive
Dr. Alyn Dull, professor of mathematics and computer science, chaired
SCSU's fifth annual Faculty /Staff
Campaign, starting Feb. 4 and continuing into March. He was assisted
by 70 volunteers who made personal
contacts during the campaign.
Dull has been active in fundraising for scholarships in his department, which recently awarded
$10,050 to 39 students.
"Our participation and contributions demonstrate to other potential
donors that we are proud of what is
happening on our campus,'' Dull
pointed out in a letter to SCSU
employees.
Last year's campaign raised more
than $35,000 to support university
programs and services.

Foundation allocates
$195,000 for new
scholarship program
In an effort to attract "the best of the
best" to SCSU, the University Foundation, Inc., has allocated $195,000
toward the establishment of a new
Scholarship Program in Academic
Excellence for incoming freshmen.
The program, which will make
its first awards this spring, has two
components. The first provides six
awards of $1,000 each to students
who are National Merit Program
finalists. Recipients of these Presidential Awards for Merit Scholars may
renew the awards for three additional
years if they meet prescribed academic standards.
The second component provides
45 scholarships of $750 each. Applicants for these scholarships must be
in the top ten percent of their high
school graduating class, must demon. strate leadership abilities, must attain
ACT/PSAT score requirements, and
must meet other criteria.
Recipients, called Foundation
Scholars, may renew the awards for
$500 in their sophomore year if they
meet academic requirements. Secondyear funding will come from the Alliss
Foundation, Halenbeck Scholarship
Fund and SCSU Bookstore Fund.
The $195,000 allocation is the
largest made to a single cause in the
history of the foundation, says Thomas Macgillivray, SCSU director of

Administrative Affain; John Weismann, Emeriti Faculty;
Regis Betts, Fine Arts and Humanities; Dr. James Flom,
Music; Dr. Marilyn Stinson, Business Education and Office
Administration; Phyllis Lacroix, Learning Resources Services and Information Media.

alumni and development.
Commented Jack Nelson, president of Franklin Manufacturing Co.
in St. Cloud and head of the foundation's board of directors: "The
board's decision was unanimous, and
that really says something about the
commitment of the foundation to
attracting the best of the best students
to SCSU."
With the new program, SCSU
will become competitive with other
colleges and universities that offer
substantial scholarships to National
Merit finalists and other top students,
Nelson added.

Both participated in co-curricular
activities as SCSU students. A mass
communications major, Thomas was
involved in varsity athletics and Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity. Susan was
an English major who served as a resident assistant in the campus housing
program and was chosen as Homecoming queen. Both minored in management and finance.
"Because of the positive experience both had at SCSU, they decided
to provide a student activities scholarship," Macgillivray explains. "They
want to stress the importance of student involvement in extra-curricular
activities, as well as personality and
effective communication skills."

New scholarship fund
honors Al Brainard

THOMAS AND SUSAN KELLER

Graduates establish
activities scholarship
Students who participate in cocurricular activities at SCSU may
apply for a new student activities
scholarship established by Thomas
and Susan Sweet Keller, both 1972
SCSU graduates.
The Mahtomedi couple has
pledged an annual gift of $500 or
more to the scholarship fund, according to Thomas Macgillivray, SCSU
director of alumni and development.
Students who have completed
their sophomore year with a grade
point average of 2.8 or higher are eligible for the award. Although involvement in co-curricular activities is
the main criterion, personality and
communication skills of applicants
will be considered in choosing recipients. April 1 is the application deadline for the 1986-87 scholarship and
subsequent annual awards.
Thomas Keller is president and
chief executive officer of Austin P.
Keller Construction Co., Inc. Susan
Keller is an attorney, serving as an
assistant public defender for Hennepin County. They have three
children.

A scholarship fund for SCSU physical education majors has been established as a memorial to Dr. A. F.
"Al" Brainard, longtime chairperson
of the Physical Education and Recreation Department, who died last year.
Brainard's daughter, Sally Brainard Dare, created the endowment to
help students with leadership qualities
and "strong moral principles and ethical standards such as were exemplified in the makeup of Al Brainard."
A 1962 SCSU graduate, Dare resides
in Elle River.
A recipient will be chosen this
spring for the first scholarship, a
$300 award to be used in 1986-87.
Applicants must have a 3.0 grade
point average in physical education
courses. More than one scholarship
may be awarded annually in subsequent years as the endowment grows.
Brainard retired in 1967 after 37
years of service to SCSU. He held
two degrees from the University of
Illinois and an Ed.D. degree from
New York University. Brainard was
instrumental in establishing SCSU's
major and minor programs in physical education. He organized the university's intramural program and was
head coach for baseball and tennis.
He was inducted into SCSU's
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1983.
Brainard served a term as president of the Minnesota Association of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, receiving that organization's highest award in 1964. He was
widely known as a square dance
teacher and caller.

Bill Wick, former development director at
Cathedral High School, St. Cloud, is SCSU's
new administrative assistant for alumni and
development. Wick holds two degrees from
SCSU, both in music education. He is now
re-enrolled to obtain certification in elementary and middle school education.

A Landmark performance. SCSU's Chamber
Choir will present one of the nation's first performances ofJohannes Brahms' Mass Thursday,
March 20, in a "Live at the Landmark" program
at St. Paul's Landmark Center. The performance
will be aired at 1 p.m. by Radio Station KSJN-FM
(91.1 ). The choir will be conducted by Thomas
Rossin, SCSU assistant professor of music. The
manuscript for the mass was found in 1978
among the papers of an estate belonging to the
heirs of one of Brahms' colleagues. Through
acquaintances, Rossin managed to obtain an early
copy of the edited and published manuscript.

Faculty p-anu. Twenty-three SCSU faculty
grants totaling $22,015 were awarded in January
by the Foundation Grants Committee of the
SCSU Foundation, Inc. The grants ranged from
$250 to $2,000, according to Thomas Macgillivray, director of alumni and development. A total
of 38 requests were considered by the grants
committee, headed by Alice Wick. The next
deadline for foundation faculty grant applications
is Dec. 16. For information, contact the SCSU
Development Office, (612) 255-3177.

He made it! SCSU graduate and former faculty
member Michel Monnot reached Santa Monica,
Calif., before the end of January, successfully
completing a four-month "Walk for Dignity" that
raised $400,000 for Parkinson's disease research.
A victim of the disease, Monnot started the
1,300-mile trek Sept. 14 from Minneapolis. He
had to be driven most of the final 15 miles of his
trip because of a leg injury. He said he pulled a
muscle "while hamming it up for a TV crew." It
was an anti-climactic ending to a journey on
which he didn't even suffer a blister. After receiving a bachelor's degree at SCSU in 1962, Monnot
did some teaching on the campus before earning
graduate degrees in Colorado and California. He
is on leave from a teaching position at Carleton
College.
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Her career is a l,lut
Patricia "Patty;, Feneis Mum uses sandblasting
equipment to carve out a career as a signmalcer.
The 1975 SCSU graduate has her own custom design business in St. Cloud, producing distinctive signs for business and professional firms.
The degree she earned was a bachelor of elective
studies, with emphasis in art.
Mum turns out a wide assortment of signs,
· n;iany with symbols or logos she creates to
enhance the place name. Sizes range from one to
20 feet wide.
After she delineates the letters and design
features on a wood surface, Mum covers them
and sandblasts the background. Then she removes
the covering, paints the raised surfaces and stains
the natural wood grain base. The finished product
is an attractive sign that is obviously not mass
produced.
Mum especially likes to reproduce signatures
for office desk nameplates. The more scribbly the
signature, the greater the challenge. It's those
small personal touches in her work that bring
satisfaction, she says.

SCSU graduate G. James Olsen and his wife, Barbara, Mendota Heights, discovered a 15-year-old publicity photo of
Olsen as Don Quixote when they returned to SCSU Nov. 9
for a Theatre Department alumni reunion. Olsen, who
received a master's degree in 1971, played the lead role in
the department's production of "Man of La Mancha" in
1970. The Olsens were among some 50 alumni and spouses

Homecoming 1985 held special meaning for these graduates. They attended SCSU during
the "fabulous fifties," which was the theme of last fall's celebration. A dinner meeting gave
them an opportunity to swap stories about campus events during that memorable decade.
Pictured, from left, front row: SCSU President Brendan McDonald, '54; Vernie McDonald,
'53; Andrew Virden, '50; Patricia Anderson, '52; Marilyn Wig, '57. Back row: Bob Waxlax,
'58;LeeHolm, '59;MarvBergstrom, '51;A1Friedl, '54, '60;CurtisAndenon, '52;MaryJean
Hanson Czajkowski, '54; Dennis Tuel, '59.

who attended the reunion, which included a matinee performance of "Agnes of God," a reception and dinner, and an
evening performance of "Amadeus." Olsen is president of
the United Arts Council of St. Paul, which raises funds for
theatres in the metropolitan area. He also has been executive director of the Minnesota State Arts Board. His undergraduate degree is from Macalester College.

Members of the class of 1960 enjoyed a 25th year reunion during SCSU
Homecoming 1985. From left: PeterTingblad, Bob Myers, Nicholas Ventrella,
Karen Wass Magnus, Gordon Kolling, Ron Eickhoff, Barbara Krogh Anderson, Bob "Buu" Danielson, Berge Johnson, Bob Benson. The class of '61 will
have its silver anniversary get-together at this year's Homecoming.

Alumni Association, St. Cloud State Uniwrsity

Nomination for Distinguished Alumni Award
Alumni Service Award
Outstanding Young Alumni Award

We remember•.•

I wish to nominate for the:

The deaths of SCSU alumni have been reported.
The year listed is the graduation year.
1922 Wilbur Zimmerman, Chinook, MT
1925 Dr. Marion Jay Blaha, Santa Clara, CA
1931 Ragnhid A. Johnson Harmarla, Cokato
1941 Effie Bernice lllstrup, Buffalo
1941 Joseph) . Sayovitz, Sr. , Santa Barbara, CA
1951 John G. Rawland, Madrid, IA
1953 Marie B. Hallberg, Anoka
1955 Ann Kreifels Kukas, Pleasant Hill, CA
1959 Dr. Robert H. Anderson, Aberdeen, WA
1960 Thomas Anthony Arkell, St. Paul
1971 Howard A. Hibbard, St. Cloud

Distinguished Alumni Award (must be a graduate)
Alumni Service Award (need not be a graduate)
Outstanding Young Alumni Award (graduated within last 15 years)

Need information?
Call these campus telephone numbers
during regular office hours (8 a.m.-4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday). Area code
is 612.
Admissions Office/255-2244
Alumni Services/255-4241
Atwood Center/255-3822
Career Planning and Placement/255-2151
Development Office/255-3177
Graduate and Continuing
Studies/255-3081
Information Services/255-3151
President's Office/255-2122
Records and Registration/255-2111
SCSU Foundation, lnc./255-3177
Sports Information/255-2141
University Relations/255-2122
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Name(s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (You ma, nominate cu man, persons cu ,au wish.)

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Stat..______ Zip'------

Submitted b y : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (name)

(address)

~da,time

pt;;)

Deadline is May 1 for DAA/ASA nominations. Outstanding Young
Alumni nominations may be submitted at any time. Supporting information
may be requested. Mail to: Alumni Awards Committee, Alumni House,
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301
•

Meet ~e of!icen of the SCSU Alumni .Auociation for 1986. From left: Al
Grewe, 49, 50, SCSU, treasurer; R01er Knauaa, '73, Rockville president; Ed
Johmon, '64, '68, '81, St. Cloud, president-elect; Tbomaa Boal, ~77, St. Cloud,
MCNtary; and Barbara Wap.er Holzkamp, '82, St. Cloud, vice president.

From the Alumni Director's Desk
By Joanne Bemon
Executive Director
SCSU Alumni Auociation
As we build on our traditions at
SCSU, we inevitably must deal with
change. The Alumni Association
board of directors has experienced
some changes. Board member Gerard
Ford, '83, resigned his position
because of a career move to Oklahoma City. Janese Evans, '79, '81, has
been appointed to complete his term.
Farewell, Gerard! Welcome, Janesel
Your board has elected these
officers for 1986: Roger Knauss, '73,
Rockville, President and chair,
Governmental Relations Division; Ed
Johnson, '64, '68, '81, St. Cloud,
President-Elect and chair, Programs
and Services Division; Barb Holzkamp, '82, St. Cloud, Vice President
and chair, Awards and Recognition
Division; Tom Bosl, '77, St. Cloud,
Secretary; and Al Grewe, Jr., '49, '50,
St. Cloud, Treasurer. Thanks to
Connie Swanson, '79, Minneapolis,
who continues to chair the Student
Services and Awareness Division.
SCSU owes many thanks to
Mary Ditlevson, '79, our immediate
past president, who led the Alumni
Association board of directors during
1985. She has demonstrated her
loyalty to alma mater through fine
leadership and continued participation on the board. Thanks also to
John Herges, '72, who chaired the
Awards and Recognition Division for
several years.

Alumni travel
Changes have occurred in our
alumni travel programs, too. A June
10-23 tour of Italy will replace the
Greek Odyssey tour. The cost is
$1,959, departing from Minneapolis/
St. Paul. Included are round-trip air
fare, lodging, continental breakfasts,
seven dinners, taxes, tips and baggage
handling, and a professional escort.
For details, contact Alumni Services,
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud,
MN 56;301.
Scholarships
Alumni scholarships were listed
in the fall issue of Outlook . Persons
interested in applying should note the
April 1 deadline. Application forms
may be obtained at the Alumni
House.
Fifty Year Reunion
Members of the class of 1936
will return to SCSU on spring commencement day Friday, May 23, to
swap stories, meet friends and renew
ties with alma mater. Emeriti faculty
members and graduates prior to 1936
also are invited. Start.planning now.
You wouldn't want to miss getting
your fifty year pin!
Homecoming
Homecoming traditions continue, with the next celebration set
for Friday and Saturday, Oct. 10-11,
1986. (Mark your calendar!) A main
activity at each Homecoming is
honoring distinguished alumni and

A reunion is bein1 planned for former studenta and teachen at SCSU Riverview
and Campw Laboratory sc~ools. We need ideas, names and addresses.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----::::------:--:---------=---------(Please include maiden name)

Address-;.:;---:---'-----=-----------------'--(Sn-eet)

(City)

(State)

(Zip)

Telephone -----:=---:-----:------'------'---------------'(Da,rime)

(E'-'ffling)

My Riverview or Campus Lab school years were: _ _ _ _ _ _ to _ _ _ __
Time of year I prefer for the reunion: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please send names and addresses of other former Riverview/Campus Lab school
students and teachers for us to contact.
Return this coupon to Alumni Services, St. Cloud State Univenity St. Cloud,
MN 56301. Phone (612) 255-4241.
'

special friends of SCSU. If you have
nominations for the awards program,
please fill out and send in the coupon
in this issue. Supporting information
about your candidate will be helpful
to Barb Holzkamp and members of
the Awards and Recognition
Division.
Two alumni who returned to
SCSU for the Fabulous Fifties Homecoming last fall have sent a letter
expressing disappointment because so
many of their classmates were missing. The 1958 graduates who shared
their impressions are Dr. Don
"Tobus" McKay and Dr. John "Bergie" Bergstrom. McKay, who teaches
at Iowa State University, holds an
M.S. degree from the University of
Wisconsin-Stout and a Ph.D._degree
in vocational education from the
University of Missouri. Bergstrom,
who is on the staff at Rock Valley
College in Illinois, holds an M.S.
degree from Michigan State University and a D.A. degree from Northern
Colorado University. Here are
excerpts from their letter:
"The summer issue of Outlook
really got us excited. A Fabulous Fifties program was planned for Homecoming 1985. Bergie's birthday ( the
big Five Ohl) was that weekend and
we hadn't been to Homecoming for
25 years. We decided this was the
year to attend, having missed the
silver anniversary reunion for our
graduating class.
"Our anticipation of this reunion
was high and also our expectations.
All the classes of the l 9~0s were
being honored-the Husky tradition
ofJohn Kasper, Wimpy, Andy, Tiger,
the Rangers-a few of the immortals
of that middle decade. One from our
era, John Kasper, was being honored
for his outstanding service. He was
responsible for Bergie attending

Reviews are favorable and sal~ are brisk for
Stephen Schwandt'& mystery novel, The l.Ast
Goodie, published last fall by Holt, Rinehart and
Winston.
The publisher has nominated his book for
recognition in the young adult mystery category
of the Edgar Allen Poe Awards, sponsored by the
Mystery Writers of America.
A 1972 SCSU graduate who majored in Eng,
lish, Schwandt is encouraged by the comments of
reviewers. Booklist called the book "a well-done
mystery" and Publishers W eekl1 described the
novel as "gripping, unarguably professional."
Closer to home, the Minneapolis Star and Tribune
praised Schwandt's story as "both introspective
and adventurous."
The l.Ast Goodie is Schwandt's first published
book. His agent has three more manuscripts
awaiting a publisher. Schwandt has been teaching
English, mythology and American literature at
Irondale High School for 11 years. He also has
taught night classes at colleges in the Twin Cities.
"As a teenager, I wasn't interested in books
or writing," Schwandt says. "I was an athlete and
attended SCSU on a basketball scholarship. It
wasn't until my last year of college that I became
interested in reading and writing. Since then I've
been trying to catch up."
Schwandt lives in Golden Valley with his
wife, Karen, and two sons.

scsu.

"The alumni office staff had
done a wonderful job of arranging
brunches, coffees, after-game party,
etc. The two of us drove from Ames,
Iowa, and Rockford, Illinois, to see
those people who were part of our
college experience. Lots of stories,
some true, had passed between us the
past couple of years. Both of us were
primed for renewing some old friendships, having a brew at the Press or
M-and-M. But since things never were
the way they used to be, we were deflated upon realizing 'we' weren't
there, just like Brainard Hall, Gussie's
or the Green Mansion. Two people
we knew well from our era were
there, one on the staff and one living
in the area.
"This was probably our last shot
at seeing you. You are scattered all
. over the country and busy with jobs
or families. But you were missed.
Maybe the most unpleasant result is
that St. Cloud State won't be so vivid
in our reminiscences any more. That
is depressing. Where were we?"
Thanks, Don and John, for
expressing your views. Perhaps your
letter will prompt more alumni to
attend Homecoming, particularly
when activities are scheduled for their
graduating classes.

FREDERICKS

For seven years after Kay Rodbera Fredericlu
received her B.S. degree in elementary education
at SCSU in 1965, she taught kindergarten in the
White Bear Lake school district. Today she heads
TREND enterprises, Inc., a New Brighton business that employs some 150 people and docs
more than $10 million in sales annually.
The shift from classroom to boardroom was
gradual. In ·her teaching, she recognized the need .
for attractive displays to capture the attention of
her students. With the help of her husband, she
made colorful figures for walls and bulletin
boards.
"People really lilced them and asked where
they could buy them," she recalls. She saw a marketing opportunity and decided to give it a try.
Setting up shop in a borrowed basement, the
couple produced classroom bulletin board sets for
sale. Then they added a variety of instructional
materials for preschool and primary age children,
which they sold through school supply dealers.
Now the company has a retail sales division.
TREND docs some of its own manufacturing
and all the finishing, assembly and packaging at its
New Brighton plant. A staff of creative artists
designs and develops products.
·
Fredericlcs is vice president of the Minnesota
Chapter of the National Association of Women
Business Owners. She has been a speaker for the
SCSU student chapter of the Society for the
Advancement of Management.
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SCHLOSSER

Thia alumnus is on a roll
Orea SchloNer has covered a lot of miles in his
wheelchair since he received a B.S. degree at
SCSU in 1984. Last year he rolled through the
the corridors of the nation's capitol as a handicapped intern from Minnesota's Seventh Congressional District. Schlosser was chosen for the
week-long internship by Representative Arlan
Stangeland's Handicapped Advisory Committee.
The Washington, D.C., experience gave him
an opportunity to demonstrate the abilities of
physically disabled people and to obtain information about federal government resources available
to the handicapped in Minnesota.
The program was started in 1984 by Congressman Stangeland to persuade other legislators
that the handicapped should be given opportunities to learn and contribute through internships in
congressional offices.
Back home in Sauk Rapids, Schlosser has
been active in many projects, including volunteer
work in the occupational therapy department at
St. Cloud Hospital, coordinating state wheelchair
basketball tournaments, and providing services to
such organizations as Big Brother and Students
Helping Students.
This fall Schlosser will enter medical school
at the University of Minnesota. His career goal is
to work with physical therapists in helping rehabilitate disabled children.
It's been six years since an accident forced
Schlosser to replace his motorcycle with a wheelchair. He's showing the world that changing
wheels matters little when a person is determined
to go places and do things.
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ALBERT FRED
FRAEDRICH, '31,
Anoka, is retired... DR.
EVANS L. ANDERSON,
'34, San Diego, CA, is a
professor emeritus of
educational psychology at
San Diego State University ... BERNICEJAPS
SKOCPOL, '34, '36,
Richardson, TX, is a
ANDERSON retired district manager
for World Book-Childcraft lnternational, Inc...
CLARENCE A. MCLAIRD, '34, Tyler, was a
school teacher and superintendent for 25 years.
He has traveled to 34 countries, studying international relations and foreign aid ... JEANNE
MARIE HITSMAN STABLES, '48, lives in
Kansas City, MO, with her husband, Ben, a
partner at Black and V catch. Retired from
teaching, she enjoys weaving and traveling... V.
CLAlR MORRISON, '49, Alexandria, is
retired after 36 years of teaching and coaching ... PEARi- HEITKE, '50, St. Louis Park, is a
retired special education-learning disabilities
teacher ... ROBERT H. BAIER, '50, Anaheim,
CA, is West Coast regional manager of
Chrysler Training Division ... UOYD MC
DANIEL, '50, Oceanside,
CA, is retired from San
Bernadina Public
Schools ... JOHN JOSEPH
NOVAK, '50, Hopkins,
retired last June after 35
years of teaching social
studies ... ROGER L.
LUNDAHI-, '52, Minneapolis, is retired ...
JANINE APMANN
NOVAK
HEGGESTAD, '54, '59,
New Brighton, is a teacher in Circle Pines Public Schools.

1960-1969
DON KLARKOWSKI, '60, Fridley, is a physical education teacher at Parkway Elementary
School... DOROTHY HERBST CARI.SON,
'62, Colorado Springs, CO, is a computer programmer for Interact Management Systems...
DOUG BOSMA, '62, Pleasanton, CA, is
administrator for Clorox Research and Development Facility ... ANNETTE M. SCHUETTE,
'62, is a graduate of the Desert Institute of
Healing Arts, Tucson, AZ. She is in private
practice at the south rim of the Grand
Canyon ... RONALD D. PFANNENSTEIN,
'62, Brussels, Belgium, is international market•
ing manager for Honeywell Europe S.A ....
JOHN ORVIS, '63, Hutchinson, is media
supervisor for Hutchinson Public Schools...
CORRINE SLETTEDAHI. SPECTOR, '63,
Chisholm, is a teacher at Cherry High School,
lron ... MARVIN ZEFF, '63, Golden Valley, is
a teacher at Highland Elementary School,
Columbia Heights ... MARY (LAI) JEAN GEE
HO, '64, San Francisco, CA, is a homemaker ...
JOAN A. MCNURLIN GAMBLE, '65, Anoka,
is a teacher at Roosevelt School, Blaine ...
HANK RYAN, '65, Shoreview, is a physics and
chemistry teacher at Moundsview High
School... BEVERLY B. KELBING, '65, Lake
Lillian, is retired from
teaching... MlRIAM
WESTLUND, '67, '73,
Rochester, is a third grade
teacher ... MARCIA
STUMVOLL HAYMOND,
'68, St. Louis Park, is
marketing research manager for International
Multifoods, Minneapo~ lis ... TALLIEV 0.
WESTLUND VOLLEN, '68, and
KAREN HELM VOLLEN, '82, live in St.
Cloud. He is a third grade teacher at South

Elementary School and she is an instructor at
St. Cloud School of Nursing... T. PAT CLEMENS, '68, Eagan, has been named to Life Fellow Membership in the American Biographical
Institute Research Association .... JAMES PAAPE,
'69, Mason City, IA, is
vice president/director of
client services at Mohawk
Advertising Company ...
DANIEL HUBERT
FINK, '69, Holdingford,
teaches history at Buffalo
£
Junior High School...
.
S ,
LOIS I. TRUH, '69,
PAAPE
Rochester, is a student at
Mayo Clinic ... RONALD ZACHOW and
BARBARA RAU ZACHOW, '69, live in
Neillsville, WI, where they are owners of Clark
Count, Press. He is publisher and she is editor/columnist... HARVEY KORTE, '69, is
guidance director for Big Lake Schools.

1970-1974
DENNIS STRAUS, '70, and JEANNE KELLEY STRAUS, '71, live in Glencoe, where he
teaches business education and media and she
teaches physical education ... RONALD W.
PETERSON, '69, '70, is a manager at Control
Data, Bloomington ... ROBERT H. GONYEA,
'70, Manhattan Beach, CA, is a talent agent
with Applegate and Associates, Hollywood ...
EDWARD A. RAJKOWSKI, '71, and
CAROL SINOTTE-RAJKOWSKI, '73, teach
in Sauk Rapids Public Schools. He is elementary physical education coordinator and she is
an elementary special education teacher...
PATRICIA L. ARNOLD, '71, is an elementary
teacher in Sacramento, CA ... CARTRELL
COOPER and LUCILLE SEWING COOPER,
'72, live in Minneapolis, where he teaches at
Roosevelt School and she is a psychologist at
Washburn Guidance Center ... THEODORE
W. GEPHART, '72, Minneapolis, is director of
the Lake Superior Sailing Program for the St.
Paul YMCA ... THOMAS M. KELLER and
SUSAN SWEET KELLER, '72, live in Mahtomedi. He is president and chief executive
officer of Austin P. Keller Construction Co.,
Inc., and she is an assistant public defender for
Hennepin County ... LlNDA MOUUOLF
HOON, '72, '77, St. Cloud, teaches kinder•
garten at Sts. Peter and Paul School and is a
part-time instructor at the College of St. Bene•
dict, St. Joseph ... MELlNDA MCKAY, '73, is a
teacher for Minneapolis Public Schools...
MARY MlUER SULERUD, '73, is a postu•
lant for the Episcopal priesthood at Virginia
Theological Seminary, Alexandria, VA ...
MICHAEL J. TUROK, '74, Sycamore, IL, is an
elementary art specialist for Sycamore Community Schools ...
KAREN MEYER MOLITOR, '74, is an English
teacher and deparnnent
chairperson at Melrose
High School... SALLY J.
ZUEHI.KE, '74, Minneapolis, is a sales account
representative for Control
Data Business Centers, St.
Louis Parle ... ERIC HOLMOUTOR
LOWELL, '74, Rochester, NY, iS an attorney and editor with The
Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Co ... BOB
HOVELSON, '74, Stillwater, is sales/service
representative for the U.S. Postal Service, St.
Paul ... JOAN HARNACK PETERSON, '74,
St. Paul, is program supervisor for the job
training program, safety, and vocational relicensure committee, Roseville Area Schools ...
JENNIFER EIBES, '74, Pine River, is an English instructor at Menahga High School.

1975-1977
LARRY MELINSKY, '75, Howard Lake, is
head chemist in the Feed and Forage Testing
Deparnnent at Environmental Protection
Laboratories, St. Cloud ... JOSEPH P. OPATZ,
Ph.D., '75, Sauk Rapids, is director of health
promotion at St. Cloud Hospital. He has edited
wellness and health promotion publications
and has authored a book, A Primer of Health
Promotion ... STEPHEN C. BEHRENBRlNKER,
'75, Sauk Rapids, is the St. Cloud city assessor.
He has been appointed to the Minnesota State
Board of Assessors, which oversees the certification and accreditation of Minnesota assessors ... MARLA GAMBLE, ' 75, St. Paul, is self.
employed, doing custom designs in gold, oil
and watercolor ... LlNDA K. BENSON PlPPERT, '75, is a graduate student in communicative disorders at California State University,
Fullerton ... JUDY GILLETT DITTBERNER,
'75, is a social studies teacher at Forest Lake
High School... P. KAREN LEFFI.ER CARI.SON, '75, is a teacher in Hastings Public
Schools ... GREGORY P. ERICKSON, '76, is
I

acting news editor for SCSU Information Services and is teaching part-time in SCSU's Mass
Communications Department. He and his wife,
SUSAN CLARK ERICKSON, '80, live in
Monticello, where she is a receptionist for a
fulfillment house ... DAVID ERIE, '76, Eden
Prairie, is an engineer engaged in the development of integrated circuits for Honeywell's
Solid State Electronics Divison... LEE RADZAK, '76, Two Harbors, is the administrator of
Split Rock Lighthouse Historic Site for the
Minnesota Historical Society ... PAMELA LEE
BAHI.S SCOTT, '76, Brooklyn Center, is a
registered nurse at North Memorial Medical
Center, Robbinsdale ... STEPHANIE O'CONNELL CORBEY, '76, Plymouth, is employed
by Hennepin Technical Centers as a support
service manager for handicapped high school
students in vocational programs ... JOHN F.
HENEAGE, '76, Plymouth, is vice president of
Vector Services Corp., an engineering firm ...
JUDITH SWIDERSKI HARVEY, '76, is a
municipal bond researcher with Van Kampen
Merritt in Naperville, IL... PAMELA T. DEDRICK, '76, Burnsville, is writer/producer/director/owner of Windflower Video Productions. Her company produces programs for the
home video market... JULIE ANN FOLKESTAD BIEBER, '76, is a learning disorders
resource room teacher for Austin Public
Schools ... ROBERT M. GRASSLIN, '77, St.
Cloud, was president of the 1985 Wheels,
Wings and Water Festival. He is city clerk for
the City of St. Cloud ... ROBIN RAlNFORD,
'77, Minneapolis, is public relations director
for St. Paul-Ramsey Medical Center.

1978-1979
JlM EILERS, '78, and MARY MAURER
EILERS, '79, live in Glendale, CA, where he is
district manager for TIME, lnc .... STEVEN J.
FLEEGEL, '78, Willmar, is production manager for NLC Productions ... ED EHRHARDT
and JULIE EHRHARD'r,'-78~live
in Austin,
where he is associated with the
· Youth
Program and she is a speech clinician
eveln
Elementary School... NANCY SERY H
STAD, '78, St. Cloud, is an area customer service manager at Dayton's and an MBA student
at SCSU ... MARCIA SCHWANKE, '78, is a
special education teacher for Menahga Public
Schools ... W ARNER GOUIN, '79, Moorhead,
is a graduate student in industrial engineering at
North Dakota State University, Fargo...
CAROL SEUNER WENDT, '79, Bloomington, is assistant corporate accounting nialllll!~..,... 1
with Champion Auto Stores, Inc .... LEE
CAPELLE, '79, Culver City: CA, ia,otlke
manager for R & R Enterprises(iproperty
management firm ... JUI.IE--"(OUNGREN, '79,
Fridley, teaches elementary physical education
at Ramsey School in Anoka ... MARK SHEA,
'79, Foster City, CA, is manager of the office
furniture division at Redwood Office Products ... PATRICIA L. STEFANO KUKLOK,
'79, Rice, is a substitute pre-school teacher in
nearby school districts ... DAVID P.
STAGNER, '79, St. Paul, is national accounts
manager for Olympic Stain, a division of
Clorox... BECKY LYNN HOVLAND LARSON, '79, Norwood, MA, is employed at Business Research Corp .... CYNTHIA A.
STERNER STARR, '79, Plymouth, is assistant
manager at ITT Life Insurance... WILLIAM L.
CARI.SON, '79, and MARILYN ANDERSON, '81, live in Itasca, IL, where he is director of consumer and industrial products group,
Vicacon, Inc., and she is a sales representative
for Lifescan... MARK SPENGLER, '79, Chicago, IL, is an inter-city youth worker with
Campus Crusade for Christ ... ClNDY FAYE
JOHNSON, '79, is assistant branch manager of
the St. Cloud office of Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood, Inc .... CARMEN PETERS, '79, St.
Cloud, will take his Sauk Rapids High School
Pop Singers to perform June 7 at the World's
Fair in Vancouver, British Columbia.

1980
AUDREY POPE, Cheyenne, WY, has graduated from Ohio State University with a master's degree in geodetic science ... JANET
MARY WURM, Haple Lake, is teaching
fourth grade at St. Timothy's School... MARY
KORKOWSKI LlNDERT, Apple Valley, is a
senior government accountant, aerospace division, Rosemount, Inc.... GAIL HURLEY
LUBAHN, Waseca, is a substitute teacher in
the Waseca and Waterville school districts...
BONNIE JOHNSTON, Medford, is employed
by National Computer Systems, forms division ... PAMELA ANN WITTWER YOUNG,
Northfield, is a junior high physical education
teacher and head women•~ volleyball coach and
varsity basketball coach for Faribault Public
Schools ... THOMAS M. LUND, Minneapolis,
is a super~ising graphjc designer/media artist a

the University of Minnesota... BONNIE JEAN
EDGREN HOLLERUD, Hamel, is a homemaker... JAMES C. SKOGLUND, Shakopee, is
a process engineer with FSI Corp... MICHAEL
GERALD MEYER, Minneapolis, is financial
reporting manager for Federal Cartridge
Corp.... LEO TiiEISEN, lives in Walnut
Grove, where he teaches business education
and coaches football and basketball...
SUZANNE M. BRANDL, Cupertino, CA, is
an affidavit processing clerk in voter registration for Santa Clara County ... SUSAN CZECH,
Stillwater, is a case manager for the Minnesota
Department of Corrections... BARBARA A.
DOCK, St. Paul, is an Air Force second lieutenant, assigned to Holloman Air Force Base,
NM.

RICK G. SWYGMAN, Lilburn, GA, is vice
president and sales manager at Affiliated Insurers, Ltd., Atlanta, GA. .. RANDY BLACK,
Pella, IA, is a project engineer for Rolscreen
Co., a division of Pella Windows ... GARY V.
OLSON, Albuquerque, NM, is a letter carrier
for the U.S. Postal Service... DIANE L. PRICE,
Eden Prairie, is a travel counselor for Ask Mr.
Foster Travel... TERESA NOWAK, Roseville,
is a research analyst for the Minnesota Department of Revenue ... MICHAEL R. GARDNER
and JENNIFER TIMMERS GARDNER live in
Hopkins, where she is production editor for
Lee Data Corp.... GAYLE ESPESETH
LANTTO, St. Louis Park, is a senior social
worker for the Minnesota Department of
Health ... LUCY M. HUPPERT, St. Paul, is a
customer service coordinator for Display Sales,
Inc... PAT O'DONNELL, Minneapolis, is vicepresident of the Student Bar Association at
William Mitchell College of Law... Army Private First Class MATTiiEW M. ROWE,
Hewitt, is serving with thc:_lst Cavalry Division, Fort H~, TX:::-

JOHN ROBERT MCINTYRE, Eau Claire, WI,
is a city police officer... JOEL C. SUTHERLAND, St. Louis Park, is assistant director of
promotions and community affairs for the
Minneso~Twins... 6ARY AtMQUIST, Colorado Springs, CO, is a teacher and wrestling
coach at Harrison/Sierra High School...
LINDA HURT, Hopkins, is senior applications
programmer at Cargill... BARBARA PAULSON HALVORSON is media supervisor for
Menahga Public Schools... NANCY STREGE,
Brooklyn Park, is a teacher at Franklin Elementary School, Anoka ... JOHN MALOTKY,
Minneapolis, is daily operations manager for
Thunderbird Aviation, Inc., Eden Prairie...
SHARON K. ADAMEK SHEA, Foster City,
CA, is a social work associate for the Emergency Shelter Care Program at Children's
Home Society in San Francisco ... PAMELA ,
JEAN ROLES, Maplewood, is a district surervisor for the St. Paul Pioneer Press and Dispatch ... TOM ALECKSON, Thousand Oaks,
CA, is a sales engineer for W. S. Shamban &.
Co .... MAUREEN SWEENEY SEXTON,
Lewisville, TX, is assistant center supervisor for
the Lewisville Parks and Recreation Department... ROBERT DAHL, St. Cloud, is a staff
accountant at Kerber, Dale, Schlenner &.
Wenner ... MICHAEL T. RENGEL has joined
the law firm of Rufer, Hcftc, Pemberton,
Schulze, Sorlie, Seflcow &. Kershner, Fergus
Falls, as an associate attorney ... LINDA
MARIE RICK, Plymouth, is an administrative
assistant/bookkeeper for St. Marie's Gopher
News Co.

1983
CHRISTOPHER NELSON, Minneapolis, is a
waiter at Ciatd's... CHARLES H. MARTIN,
Little Falls, is a third grade teacher... KENNETH CHARLES VOSSEN, Stewartville, is a
programmer for IBM, Rochester... NYLA
BUEGLER, Baudette, is an elementary teacher
(learning disabilities/educable mentally handicapped) ... JAMES DOYLE, St. Cloud, is an
instructor at SCSU ...
MIKED. JACOBSON,
Sartell, is product manager for Vision-Ease ...
NANCY GRAMM, St.
Paul, is a medical technologist at St. PaulRamsey Medical Center...
TRACEY OLIVETO,
Minneapolis, is a fitness
instructor at U.S. Swim
JACOBSON
&. Fitness... JEANETTE
KERSTING KAPPEL, Waverly, is a sixth grade
teacher at Holy Trinity Elementary School,
Winsted ... KENT D. CARLSON, Bloomington, is a product assurance engineer for
Honeywell, Inc., Military Avionics Division ...
BRIAN K. PETRICH, Glencoe, is a district
agent for National Travelers Life Co .... DAN
PRIMUS, Swanville, is manager of Swanville
Redi-Mix ... MICHAEL JOSEPH PETERSEN
and LORI ANN FRATZKE PETERSEN live in
Maple Grove, where she is an administrator for
Pillsbury Company and he is an account specialist at Wagner Spray Tech.... KIMBERI-EY
A. BECKWITH, Jacksonville, FL, is a mortgage
loan officer for Tucker Bros., Inc ... PETER
LAWLOR, St. Louis Park, is a central field
engineer at Hope Industries ... MARY ELIZABETH GRESSER, Minneapolis, is principal
laboratory assistant at the V ctcrans Administration Medical Center ... PAMELA THINESEN, Portland, OR, is a graduate student and
research assistant in microbiology at Oregon
Health Sciences University ... PAULA K. LARSON, Grand Rapids, is Campus Center director at Itasca Community College... DAVID J.
STENHAUG, Rochester, is a personal financial
planner with IDS Financial Services... LAURIE
WARDEN, Isanti, is a second grade teacher in
Tegucigalpa, Honduras... NEAL JOHNSON
and SHEILAGH LYNCH JOHNSON live in St.
Paul, where he is employed at Deluxe Check
•F'rintcrs and-She is employed by Minneapolis
Public Schools ... DAWN SAVRE LEMBCKE,
New Brighton, is an accountant for Onan
Corp.... MELISSA MARBACH, Brooklyn
Park, has an administrative position with the
Pillsbury Co... Airman 1st Class KATHLEEN
A. BRANDON is stationed at Keesler Air
Force Base, MS... Marine 2nd Lt. BLAKE A.
SPILLERS is stationed at Cherry Point, NC ...
JAMES R. KORIN, Brooklyn Park, is a certified public accountant with CarlsonLundquist... PATRICE BEAM, Coon Rapids,
is a realtor at Century 21 Borden Realtors...
RICHARD M. SELLECK is a Marine first
lieutenant serving as a naval aviator.

1984
ROBERT KERBER, Minneapolis, is an account
manager for NCR Corp ... SHERYL PAULSON, Waterford Township, Ml, is a systems
engineer for Electronic Data Systems...
CAROL JO KNUTSON, Big Lake, is cooperative advertising director for KMOM Radio,
Monticello... GLENNA J. OLSON, Kalamazoo,
MI, is in her senior year of a physician's assistant program at Western Michigan University...
JIM BUCHHOU, Mora, is a financial planner
with IDS Financial Services ... PETER J. GAS-
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PERI-IN, St. Louis Park, is a stock broker with
Summit lnvesnnent Corp., Minneapolis...
·KATHLEEN PRATT, Owatonna, is a kindergarten teacher at Washington Elementary
School... PAMELA THIEME CRAIN, Sandstone, is employed at Pinc County Group
Home ... JAMES ROBERT and DENISE
GAGNER ROBERT live in Minneapolis,
where he is a technical sales and service rcprc. sentativc for Promas Photo Industries and she
is a journalism major at the University of Minnesota ... SCOTT BUNKERS, Orlando, FL, is a
group sales consultant for Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida... MARY FAY, Kasson, is a
child protection worker for Dodge County
Social Services, Mantorville... LINDA WOLFORD, St. Cloud, is enrolled in a graduate
progrun in rehabilitation counseling at SCSU ...
DIANE JANE DOYENS, Savannah, GA,
teaches sixth grade mathematics and science at
Bartlett Middle School... JOEL JUSTIN, St.
Cloud, is a physical educator.for grades K-12 at
Isle Public School... LUANN SCHMAUS,
Marshall, is farm/ region
reporter for the MaTShall
Independent... JON TUFVESSON, Alexandria, is
an assistant national bank
examiner for the Comptroller of the Currency ...
JIM WAGGONER, St.
Cloud, is president and
chief executive officer of
the St. Cloud Arca EcoWAGGONER nomic Development Partnership, Inc .... JACKIE SCHWARTZ, Golden
Valley, is a teacher for the Minneapolis Public
Schools.

1985
STEVE HOLM, Blaine, is a Chapter II teacher
at Coon Rapids ... CINDY LEE LAFAVOR,
Mason City, IA, is employee services coordinator for St. Joseph Mercy Hospital... GAIL
WARZECHA THORSON, Sauk Rapids, is an
ECG technician at St. Cloud Hospital ...
TIMOTHY E. SCHROER, St. Cloud, is a staff
accountant at Kerber, Dale, Schlenner &.
Wenner... GWENDOLYN MARIE NELSON,
Arlington, TX, is an admissions representative
at.Lincoln Technical Institute, Dallas... ROBIN
JOHNSON, Bloomington, is employed by State
Farm Insurance Companies ... STEVEN PAGE,
Rice, is teaching graphic design at SCSU ...
DIANE JACOBSON, Blaine, is a nuclear medicine technologist at Bethesda Hospital, St.
Paul... MICHELLE M. MORAN, St. Paul, is a
student at William Mitchell College of Law and
a parole officer for Hennepin County ...
CLYDE W. REIMANN, Plymouth, is a computer programmer/analyst for Control Data's
Energy Management Systems Division...
MARK SAUER and CATHY PETERICK
SAUER live in Mitchell, SD, where they are
employed in the Mitchell school system ...
TERRI THEIS, Duluth, is a student at the University of Minnesota-Duluth School of Medicine... JULIE A. MAXFIELD, Plymouth, is an
assistant national bank examiner ... DAVID
STEIN, Coon Rapids, is an internal consultant
in the planning and financial management
group, First Bank System, Inc.... STEVE C.
SAXON and MARY M. STEPPEL SAXON,
live in San Diego, CA, where he is an associate
engineer at General Dynamics and she is a special education teacher... SUZETTE HANSEN,
Hopkins, is a research laboratory technician for
Minnetonka, Inc.... TIM
SCHROER, St. Cloud, is
an accountant for the firm
of Kerber, Dale,
Schlenner &. Wenner...
BECKY IMES, St. Cloud,
is a staff writer for the
Shakopee Valley News ...
MARGARET HERDA is
communications director
for the St. Cloud Arca
HERDA
Chamber of Commerce.

She's Coach of the Year
Sue Fiacher has been named Coach of the Year
in the Wisconsin Women's Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference. The honor was bestowed
last fall after her women's tennis -team at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse finished second in
a conference meet at Madison.
A 1977 SCSU graduate, Fischer is in her
second year of coaching both men's and women's
tennis at La Crosse. Her women's team finished
its fall season with a 13-3 overall dual record and
a 7-1 conference dual record. She will take the
team to a national tournament this spring in the
Kansas City area.
"This award is really a reflection of how the
team performed and how the players improved
from last year," Fischer said in her acceptance
speech. "I'm happy with our season."

BRENNAN

Graduate joins commiaion
Daniel Brennan, president of Computer Concepts and Services, Inc., St. Cloud, has been
appointed to the Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission on the Economic Future of Minnesota.
Brennan holds two degrees from SCSU-a B.A.
in management (1968) and an M.B.A. (1971)
with emphasis in marketing and information
systems.
The 44-member commission is chaired by
Gov. Rudy Perpich and Hal Greenwood, chief
executive officer of-Midwest Federal Savings and
Loan, who regard it as "the most important economic development commission ever appointed
in Minnesota."
Leaders of major state industries, labor
groups, farm organizations, business associations,
educational institutions and government agencies
are serving on the commission. Its purpose is to
develop a comprehensive economic strategy for
Minnesota.
"Our challenge is to determine how Minnesota can best help communities develop projects
related to technolOKY and innovation,'' Brennan
says. "This state needs to focus its research and
development activities so that business and industry can benefit from commercial application and
new product development. Also, financing mech- .
anisms are needed to ensure long-term investment
in technological innovation by business and
industry."
Brennan's firm specializes in software products and services for distributors, manufacturers,
business and government.
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Conference. "Anger in the
16
Workplace," designed to help
workers deal with job-related tensions

March
Art exhibit. "Monuments to the Plastic
Age," mixed media works by SCSU
faculty member Anita Mills, Kiehle
Visual Arts Center Gallery. Reception at 7:30 p.m. March 12 in the
gallery.
Orchestra concert. SCSU
Orchestra combines with
Owatonna High School Orchestra for
a performance conducted by Morris
Brand, 8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
Organ recital. Dr. Charles
Echols, organ, 8 p.m., St.
Mary's Cathedral, St. Cloud.

D

and anger, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., St. Cloud
Americanna Inn. Register by May 9.
Call 255-3081 for information.
Spring Commencement.
Reception for graduates and
guests, 8:30 a.m., Atwood Center;
ceremony, 10:30 a.m., Halenbeck
Hall.

23

Sailing school.
8
- 5 /20 Seven evening
class meetings and a June cruise on

Men's and Women's Vanity Sports
Home Events

Lake Superior. Cost: $250. Call
255-3081.
Band concert. SCSU Concert Band conducted by
Richard Hansen, 4 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.

20

Artexhibit.
Annual SCSU
Student Art Show, Kiehle Visual Arts
Center Gallery.
Conference. Banking and
Financial Intermediation,
8:30 a.m., Atwood Center. Registration deadline April 15. Cost: $3 ($8
with lunch). Call 255-3225.

23 5/9

24

Conference. ''Strategies for
Integrating Creative Thinking
Skills," a work session to help educators design curricular units that will
develop creative thinking in students;
8 a.m.-4 p.m., Civic-Penney Room,
Atwood Center. Cost: $45. Register
by March 12. Call 255-3081.
Conference. "Conceived But
Never Cradled: A Conference
on Pregnancy and Neonatal Loss" for
professionals and interested persons,
8 a.m.-4 p.m., Atwood Center. Cost:
$35 for professionals, $20 for
affected persons, $12 for students.
Register by March 12. Call 255-3081.
Science fair. Annual Central Minnesota Regional Science Fair featuring
200 exhibits, 9 a.m.-noon, first floor,
Brown Hall.
Guest recital. Alstair Anderson of Alnwick, England,
playing Northumbrian bagpipes, 8
p.m. Performing Arts Center Recital
Hall.
Orchestra concert. University of Minnesota Orchestra,
8 p.m., Stewart Hall Auditorium.
Workshop. "Communicable
Diseases and the Dental Profession," a workshop for dental professionals, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m., Atwood
Center. Cost: $20. Register by March
20. Call 255-3081.

21

22

23

25

29

Art exhibit. Distinguished Alumni Show:
· paintings and graphics by Robert
Mattson, Willmar, Kiehle Visual Arts
Center Gallery. Reception at 2 p.m.
April 2.
Conference. Minnesota
Wildlife Rehabilitation
Symposium, for the experienced •
rehabilitator or wildlife professional,
Atwood Center. Cost: $45. Register
by March 27. Call 255-3081.
Alumn111 Recital. Mike Winikoffs, tenor, Minneapolis, 8
p.m., Performing Arts Center Recital
Hall.

7

NOTE: Events included in this
calendar are limited to on-campus
and university-sponsored activities
open to the public. Because events are
subject to change or cancellation,
readers are advised to verify information by calling SCSU Information
Services, (612) 255-3151. Office
hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
weekdays.

March8
Reception for alumni and friends during State High School Hockey Tournament; 4-7. p.m.; Landmark Center,
St. Paul. For information, call John
Perpich, (612) 255-3102.

March 14

Guest recital. Mary Molenar,
pianist, 8 p.m., Performing Arts
Center Recital Hall.
Faculty recital. Bill Perconti,
saxophone, 8 p.m., Performing
Arts Center Recital Hall.
Conference. ''How We Learn,
How We Teach, How We
Lead," Spring Leadership Conference
sponsored by SCSU Center for Educational Administration and Leadership. 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Atwood Ballroom. Cost $40. Registration
deadline is April 23. Call 255-2160.
Media Day. "Sports in
Perspective,'' sponsored by
SCSU Mass Communications
Department. Town meeting May 8,
8:15 p.m., Atwood Ballroom, free.
Panels and workshops on sports
reporting May 9, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Registration at 8 a.m. Cost: $45 for professional journalists and non-SCSU college and university faculty; $30 for
high school faculty; free to students
and SCSU faculty and staff.
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production.
8 - 10, Theatre
"Waiting For Godot"
by Samuel Beckett, 8
12
- 14 p.m. Performing Arts
Center Stage I. Tickets go one sale
one week before opening night, 11
a.m.-2 p.m. weekdays at Performing
Arts Center ticket booth. Tickets: $4
for general public and $2 for nonSCSU students. For information, call
255-2455 or 255-3299.
Art exhibit. Master
of Fine Arts Thesis
Exhibition, Kiehle Visual Arts Center
Gallery.
Conference. "Writing Effective Job Descriptions," for
persons in middle- or uppermanagement or personnel, 9 a.m.-4
p.m., St. Cloud Sunwood Inn. Cost:
$65. Registration deadline, May 5.
Call 255-3081.
Faculty recital. Dr. Carmen
Wilhite, piano, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.

12 23
13

14

14 Men's Tennis vs. St. Olaf College, 3 p.m.
14-15Women's Tennis, vs. Augustana College/
North Dalcota State University, all day
21-22Men's Track vs. Hamline University/St.
John's University, all day
28
Men's Tennis vs. University of WisconsinStout, 3 p.m.

1

Women's Tennis vs. Mankato State Uni-

versity, 6 p.m.
Recepti_on for women's athletics
4
Baseball vs. University of Minnesotaalumni and friends during State High
Morris, 1 p.m.
School Girls' J3asketball Tournament,
5
Baseball vs. University of Minnesota5-7:30 p.m.; Marriott Hotel, BloomMorris, noon
ington. For information, call Gladys
Men's Track, Meet of the Saints, all day
Ziemer, (612) 255-2182.
7
Baseball vs. Bemidji State University,
March 16-23
1 p.m. ·
Cruise to Nassau, San Juan and St.
9
Men's Tennis vs. St. John's University,
Thomas sponsored by Alumni
6p.m.
Association.
11-12Women's Tennis, SCS
day
March21
15
Baseball vs. Creighton University,
Reception for alumni and friends durSoftball vs. University of Wisconsin-Eau
ing State High School Boys' BasketClaire, two games, 3 p.m.
ball Tournament, 5-8 p.m.; Minne16 Softball vs. Bemidji State University, two
sota Suite, Holiday Inn Town Square,
games, 2 p.m.
St. Paul. For information, call Butch
18-19Men's Tennis, SCSU Invitational, all day
/
Raymond, (612) 255-4253.
20 Softball vs. North Dalcota State Universin,r
April 12
two games, 11 a.m.
/ /
Rod Anfenson Recognition Dinner;
22
Softball vs. Mankato State U · sity, two
6:30 p.m.; Holiday Inn, St. Cloud.
games, 2 p.m.
Cost: $15. For information, call Mike
23
Softball vs. South D ota State University,
Simpson, (612) 255-3102.
two games, 3 p.m.
April28
25
Baseball vs. University of North Dalcota,
1 p.m.
Outstanding Young Alumni Award
Men's and Women's Track, Others Meet,
Day.
to be announced
May23
26
Baseball vs. University of North Dakota,
Golden Anniversary Reunion, Class
noon
of 1936; 9 a.m.-3 p.m., SCSU. Grad30 Baseball vs. University of Minnesota,
uates prior to 1936 and emeriti
6p.m.
faculty also invited.
June 9-18
Alumni tour of Italy.
July 11-13
2
Baseball vs. St. John's University, 1 p.m.
Summer Weekend College for Min3
Baseball vs. Mankato State University,
nesota state universities alumni and
1 p.m.
families, Bemidji State University.
5
Women's Golf, 10 a.m.
Attend for learning, relaxation and
7
Baseball vs. Augsburg College, 6 p.m.
fun.
September 20
NOTE: Schedule subject to change. For confirmaRenslow Husky Day. Fundraiser for
tion and ticket information, call SCSU Spotts
SCSU athletic programs.
Information Office, (612) 255-2141, 8 a.m.-4:30
September 2 7
p.m. weekdays.
Athletic Hall of Fame induction and
football game.
October 10-11
Homecoming '86. Alumni Awards
presentation, reunions, parade, foot- .
ball game, dance, Alumni Board
~ _
annual meeting.
~ --" ,
October 25
.,._.. -Parents' Day. Parents of students
invited to the campus for a full day of
activities.
November 1-9
Alumni tour of West Coast and Las
Vegas.

NOTE: To confirm alumni events, or
for more information, call Alumni
Services, (612) 255-4241, during
weekday business hours.

